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A B S T R A C T

Nowadays, most companies resort to data analytics frameworks to extract value from the
increasing amounts of digital information. These systems give substantial competitive ad-
vantages to companies since they allow to support situations such as possible marketing
decisions or predict user behaviors.

Therefore, organizations tend to leverage the cloud to store and perform analytics over
the data. Database services in the cloud present significant advantages as a high level
of efficiency and flexibility, and the reduction of costs inherent to the maintenance and
management of private infrastructures. The problem is that these services are often a target
for malicious attacks, which means that sensitive and private personal information can be
compromised.

The current secure analytical processing solutions use a limited set of cryptographic
techniques or technologies, which makes it impossible to explore different trade-offs of
performance, security, and functionality requirements for different applications. Moreover,
these systems also do not explore the combination of multiple cryptographic techniques
and trusted hardware to protect sensitive data.

The work presented here addresses this challenge, by using cryptographic schemes and
the Intel SGX technology to protect confidential information, ensuring a practical solution
which can be adapted to applications with different requirements. In detail, this dissertation
begins by exposing a baseline study about cryptographic schemes and the Intel SGX tech-
nology, followed by the state-of-the-art revision about secure data analytics frameworks.
A new solution based on the Apache Spark framework, called SafeSpark, is proposed. It
provides a modular and extensible architecture and prototype, which allows protecting in-
formation and processing analytical queries over encrypted data, using three cryptographic
schemes and the SGX technology. We validated the prototype with an experimental evalu-
ation, where we analyze the performance costs of the solution and also its resource usage.
For this purpose, we use the TPC-DS benchmark to evaluate the proposed solution, and
the results show that it is possible to perform analytical processing on protected data with
a performance impact between 1.13x and 4.1x.

Keywords: Apache Spark, Cryptographic Schemes, Databases, Intel SGX.
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R E S U M O

Atualmente, um grande número de empresas recorre a ferramentas de análise de dados
para extrair valor da quantidade crescente de informações digitais que são geradas. Estes
sistemas apresentam consideráveis vantagens competitivas para as empresas, uma vez que
permitem suportar situações como melhores decisões de marketing, ou até mesmo prever
o comportamento dos seus clientes.

Neste sentido, estas organizações tendem a recorrer a serviços de bases de dados na
nuvem para armazenar e processar informação, uma vez que estas apresentam vantagens
significativas como alto nı́vel de eficiência e flexibilidade, bem como a redução de custos
inerentes a manter e gerir uma infraestrutura privada. No entanto, estes serviços são fre-
quentemente alvo de ataques maliciosos, o que leva a que informações pessoais privadas
possam estar comprometidas.

As soluções atuais de processamento analı́tico seguro utilizam um conjunto limitado de
técnicas criptográficas ou tecnologias, o que impossibilita o balanceamento de diferentes
compromissos entre performance, segurança e funcionalidade para diferentes aplicações.
Ainda, estes sistemas não permitem explorar a simultânea utilização de técnicas criptográfi-
cas e de hardware confiável para proteger informação sensı́vel.

O trabalho apresentado nesta dissertação tem como objetivo responder a este desafio,
utilizando esquemas criptográficos e a tecnologia Intel SGX para proteger informação con-
fidencial, garantindo uma solução prática que pode ser adaptada a aplicações com difer-
entes requisitos. Em detalhe, este documento começa por expor um estudo de base so-
bre esquemas criptográficos e sobre a tecnologia SGX, seguido de uma revisão do estado
de arte atual sobre ferramentas de processamento analı́tico seguro. Uma nova solução
baseada na plataforma Apache Spark, chamada SafeSpark, é proposta. Esta providencia
uma arquitetura modular e extensı́vel, bem como um protótipo, que possibilita proteger
informação e executar interrogações analı́ticas sobre dados cifrados, utilizando três esque-
mas criptográficos e a tecnologia Intel SGX. O protótipo foi validado com uma avaliação
experimental, onde analisamos a penalização de desempenho da solução, bem como a sua
utilização de recursos computacionais. Com este propósito, foi utilizada a plataforma de
avaliação TPC-DS para avaliar a solução proposta, e os resultados mostram que é possı́vel
executar processamento analı́tico sobre dados protegidos, apresentando um impacto no
desempenho entre 1.13x e 4.1x.

Palavras-Chave: Apache Spark, Bases de Dados, Esquemas Criptográficos, Intel SGX.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

The evolution of technology and online services is exponentially increasing the volume of
existing digital information [11]. This fact leads enterprises to adopt new strategies to deal
with large amounts of data efficiently and thus to gain competitive advantages in their
markets. The use of data analytics tools by companies allows them to improve the quality
of their business as these present numerous advantages such as better support in decision
making, the possibility to predict user behaviours, elaborate more capable marketing plans
and improve the relationships with their customers.

A large number of companies resort to online third-party services to ease their organi-
zational tasks, and for storing and processing information on a large-scale infrastructure.
Namely, these organizations use cloud analytics services as they provide a high level of
reliability, greater flexibility and efficiency, as well as the reducing of costs inherent to
maintaining and managing a private infrastructure.

However, the use of cloud computing services to store and process data presents some
risks to the user, given that some data may be private and sensitive, such as personal e-mails,
purchase history and medical or financial data records. Using third-party infrastructures
to store and compute sensitive data increases the risk of unauthorized access to it since
cloud services are often a target of attacks. On the one hand, these attacks can be internal
when, for example, a malicious administrator leaks or manipulates confidential data of its
users in an inappropriate manner, as happened with the Cambridge Analytica [12] where
stored information was used to change the political opinion of users. On the other hand,
the attacks can also be external from hackers who want to exploit bugs in the cloud infras-
tructure. A successful example of a large-scale external attack was the Anthem Breach [13]
where hackers stole millions of client and employee records from the company - one of the
largest health insurers in the United States. It is estimated that private personal data of
around 80 million people were stolen. Other big companies such as Yahoo, Facebook, or
eBay have already suffered from the same problem [14; 15; 16]. In addition to the potential
leakage of confidential data, attackers can also drop, modify, or corrupt it, which leads to
incorrect results when calculations are performed over the data.

Furthermore, the existence of regulations such as the European General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) [17] shows that, nowadays, there is a great deal of concern in protecting
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users private information. Although there are solutions to protect sensitive information
and allow to perform data analytics over encrypted data, these systems use a limited set of
technologies or cryptographic techniques, which makes it impossible to balance the perfor-
mance, security and functionality requirements from different applications.

1.1 problem

The existing privacy risks of cloud services make companies hesitant to use them to store
and process private and confidential information. Due to this problem, new techniques and
technologies have been explored to ensure the confidentiality of the data at rest and during
computation.

Cryptography is one of the most used techniques to protect data, but its usage presents
limitations on the functionalities that are possible to perform and can end up leaking critical
information, as with deterministic schemes [18]. On the other hand, new solutions based
on trusted hardware have emerged. These technologies, such as Intel Software Guard Exten-
sions (SGX) [1], aim to provide security guarantees through a secure enclave hosted on the
hardware of a computer. These can evaluate any function with confidentiality and integrity
guarantees, but the security mechanisms implemented in the processor have a performance
cost.

There are already solutions to protect information and perform analytics over encrypted
data. Nevertheless, these systems present a limited and non-extensible set of techniques
for ensuring data confidentiality. Furthermore, these systems do not explore combinations
between cryptographic techniques and trusted hardware. This fact limits their applicabil-
ity to particular applications and does not allow a user to explore different trade-offs of
performance, security, and functionalities. Typically, the use of techniques that offer better
security guarantees, such as SGX, means that application performance is compromised. On
the other hand, using techniques that support a more extensive range of operations results
in a lower level of security. Thus, there is a need for a system that enables users to com-
bine different techniques and technologies to protect sensitive information so that they can
achieve the requirements of their applications.

1.2 objectives and contributions

The main objective of this thesis is to develop a solution that processes analytical queries
over protected data. In order to achieve this, we intend to leverage the use of both cryp-
tographic techniques and the SGX technology. Therefore, this dissertation presents the
following contributions:
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• A modular and extensible architecture for analytical processing systems that sup-
ports the simultaneous integration of cryptographic techniques and trusted hardware
technologies. This contribution is important for enabling users to explore different
trade-offs between performance, security, and functionality.

• A secure data analytics prototype based on the architecture proposed, extending the
Apache Spark framework with new operations to be performed using three crypto-
graphic techniques and the SGX technology.

• An evaluation of the prototype using the TPC-DS benchmark, which is an appropriate
benchmark for analytical processing scenarios. This contribution allows verifying the
usefulness of the developed tool, as well as to show the cost of the solution in terms
of performance.

As a result of this work, a research paper entitled ”SafeSpark: Plataforma de Processa-
mento Analı́tico Seguro” was published at the ”11

o INForum - Simpósio de Informática”
(INForum 2019).

1.3 dissertation structure

This document is organized as follows: Chapter 2 is a background chapter that describes
the concepts that support this work. Chapter 3 reviews the state of the art about secure data
analytics platforms, describing their architectures, their main features, their security guar-
antees, and their performance levels. Chapter 4 exposes the architecture that we propose for
secure analytical processing, while its implementation is described in Chapter 5. Chapter 6

discusses the experimental results of the developed prototype, comparing the trade-offs of
performance, security, and functionalities for three different experimental scenarios.

Lastly, Chapter 7 concludes this dissertation and presents possible future research work
on the presented topic.



2

B A C K G R O U N D

This chapter exposes the concepts and frameworks that are relevant to the context of this
dissertation. Section 2.1 describes the main cryptographic schemes that are addressed by
the various secure computation systems. The section 2.2 introduces the Intel SGX tech-
nology, which is a trusted hardware solution for secure remote computing. Section 2.3
presents two solutions with modular and extensible architectures for secure computation
on databases. Lastly, Section 2.4 presents the Apache Spark platform.

2.1 cryptographic schemes

The concept of modern cryptography can be described as the scientific study of techniques
for securing digital information [19]. There are many cryptographic schemes to ensure the
confidentiality of information, allowing to apply several types of operations on them, each
one with specific security guarantees.

In order to systematically define the security guarantees of each different encryption
scheme, we consider as an adversary any malicious entity whose purpose is to break down
the confidentiality of the cryptographic system. Besides, three security guarantees will be
considered to define cryptographic schemes:

• Indistinguishability under Chosen-Plaintext Attack (IND-CPA): a cryptosystem provides
guarantees IND-CPA if an adversary can not distinguish between any two sequences
of encrypted messages [19].

• Indistinguishability under Distinct Chosen-Plaintext Attacks (IND-DCPA): weaker security
guarantees than IND-CPA and often associated with deterministic algorithms [20].
A cryptosystem provides IND-DCPA guaranties if it does not reveal more than the
equality between two ciphertexts.

• Indistinguishability under Ordered Chosen-Plaintext Attack (IND-OCPA): it is associated
to Order-Preserving Encryption (OPE) schemes and it has weaker security guarantees
than IND-CPA and IND-DCPA. Thus, a cryptographic scheme is safe if it reveals no
more than the equality and order between two cryptograms [21]. However, Boldyreva

4
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verified that, in order for this security guarantee to be adopted by OPE schemes,
it was necessary for the cryptogram to be significantly larger in size than plaintext,
which makes its use impractical in realistic scenarios. Thus, the same author proposed
another security assurance for OPE schemes - Pseudorandom Order-Preserving Function
advantage under Chosen Ciphertext Attack (POPF-CCA) [21]. This has weaker security
guaranties than IND-OCPA, where it was later shown that at least half of the plaintext
bits may be leaked [22].

Since the purpose of this dissertation is the integration of security mechanisms into an
analytical processing tool, it is essential to understand the advantages and disadvantages
of each cryptographic scheme and to understand how they can be useful.

2.1.1 Symmetric-Key Encryption

Symmetric-key algorithms are characterized by using a secret key to encrypt and decrypt
information, which is used whenever two parties want to communicate between them. An
adversary who intercepts a message on the communication channel between the parties
should not obtain any information about its content. The operation can be illustrated by
two parts that we will consider as Alice and Bob. When they want to communicate with
each other, they first agree on a shared key k. When Bob wants to send a message to Alice,
he encrypts the message m, which is initially in plaintext, using an encryption algorithm E
and the key k. He gets the ciphertext by calculating c = E (k, m) and then sends it to Alice.
Then, since Alice knows the secret key agreed with Bob, she can decrypt cryptogram c by
computing m = D (k, c) [23].

These algorithms are divided into two groups: stream ciphers and block ciphers. A
stream cipher is a method that encrypts plaintext using a bit stream (keystream), process-
ing one bit at a time. On the other hand, a block cipher encrypts plaintext in which a
cryptographic key and a deterministic algorithm are applied to a block of data (usually 64,
128 or 256 bits) instead of one bit at a time. Block ciphers are pseudorandom permutations,
which means that the selected permutation to encrypt a message is chosen with a uniform
probability from among the set of all permutations of a specific domain. These ciphers are
the basis for several of the existing symmetrical schemes that will be used in this work,
such as OPE or Deterministic Encryption (DET).

The most common algorithms of block ciphers are Advanced Encryption Standard (AES),
Data Encryption Standard (DES), International Data Encryption Algorithm (IDEA), Rivest Cipher
5 (RC5) and Blowfish. These algorithms can be executed in different modes of operation
with the aim of allowing its use in a safe way, in order to achieve the security goals of
confidentiality and authenticity. Some examples of operations mode are Electronic Code
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Book (ECB), Cipher Block Chaining (CBC), Cipher FeedBack (CFB), Output FeedBack (OFB) and
Counter Mode (CTR).

2.1.2 Deterministic Encryption

A deterministic cryptographic scheme ensures that, for a given plaintext and a key k, al-
ways produces the same ciphertext, even considering separate runs of the algorithm. Block
ciphers used with a constant initialization vector are examples of such algorithms, which
means that the vector of bits that serves to give its pseudo-randomness is fixed.

n1 == n2 => Enc(n1, k) == Enc(n2, k) (1)

DET scheme only leaks encrypted values that correspond to the same value in plaintext,
thus providing security guarantees IND-DCPA. This type of scheme allows a server to
perform equality comparisons over ciphertexts. Namely, for a database system, this scheme
is useful for enabling queries such as GROUP BY, COUNT, or DISTINCT to be computed
over deterministically encrypted data.

2.1.3 Order-Preserving Encryption

Unfortunately, the use of the deterministic schemes only supports operations that involve
equality comparisons, not allowing to compare the order between encrypted texts. For
example, let us consider that we want to protect a column Age using the cryptographic
schemes already presented. If a user wants to query the database with a comparison op-
erator like ”How many clients are over 30 years old?”, a solution for the server to get the
correct answer would be to decrypt all the encrypted values and make the comparison in
plaintext, however, it brings up both security and performance issues.

In this context, Agrawal et al. [24] introduced the concept of OPE. The aim of this scheme
is to allow any comparison operation to be directly applied to encrypted data, without
decrypting the operands. Thus, range queries like MAX, MIN, COUNT, ORDER BY and
GROUP BY can be applied directly over encrypted data.

n1 > n2 => Enc(n1, k) > Enc(n2, k) (2)

OPE cryptographic techniques are quite suitable for database integration since they pro-
vide a simple and efficient way of creating indexes. However, they are insecure under
straightforward attack scenarios [25]. OPE provides security guarantees IND-OCPA, since
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an OPE scheme reveals the order of the column values between records. If an adversary
knows one or more of the column’s plaintext values, it may learn the possible range of
other values through inference. For example, let us consider that a user X has the salary of
5k, and a user Y has the salary of 5.2k. If an attacker knows these two values and knows
that the salary of a user Z is between X and Y salary values, he can get a good estimate of
that value.

2.1.4 Order-Revealing Encryption

Although OPE schemes can be used to efficiently and effectively process queries over en-
crypted data, these schemes provide limited security guarantees, since they leak significant
amounts of information about their plaintexts. Boldyreva et al. [22] showed that for the
scheme proposed by herself, a single OPE ciphertext can leak half of the most significant bits
of its underlying plain text. Similarly, Naveed et al. [26] described a set of inference attacks
on encrypted relational databases using deterministic and order preservation schemes.

Due to these limitations of the OPE scheme, Boneh et al. [27] introduced the Order-
Revealing Encryption (ORE) scheme that is closely-related to OPE, although this one has
revealed greater flexibility. In contrast to an OPE scheme, where the ciphertext has the nu-
meric format, and the ordering of the plaintext is determined by the numerical comparison
of the ciphertext, in an ORE scheme the ciphertext is not restricted to any specific format,
and instead, there is a publicly computable comparison function that compares two cipher-
texts. An ORE scheme is secure if an encrypted text does not reveal anything about the
corresponding single text beyond its lexicographical relation to another ciphertext.

As the OPE scheme, ORE scheme also provides IND-OCPA security guarantees, since it
reveals the order between two cryptograms [28; 29].

2.1.5 Homomorphic Encryption

The DET, OPE and ORE schemes allow secure processing of sensitive information, but none
of these techniques support arithmetic operations over encrypted data.

Homomorphic Encryption (HOM) is a form of encryption which allows performing these
operations over encrypted data without the untrusted side having to know the private key,
i.e., without the untrusted side needing to decrypt the ciphertext to perform the operation.
This scheme produces an encrypted result that, when it is decrypted, it will be the same as
if the operation had been done in plaintext. These schemes are divided into two categories:
Fully-Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) and Partial-Homomorphic Encryption (PHE).

FHE implementations support multiple operations such as addition, subtraction, XOR or
multiplication over encrypted data [30; 31; 32]. However, the preservation of security in the
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calculations has a significant impact on performance, which makes its usage inefficient for
big data scenarios [33].

On the other hand, PHE presents a more efficient approach than FHE, which consists of
considering this scheme for specific operations as sums or multiplications. Although they
support fewer features, these schemes are useful for aggregations and sums over encrypted
data.

Paillier Encryption

One of the most used PHE schemes in privacy-aware databases is Paillier Encryption (PLR).
It allows the addition of two encrypted ciphertexts and provides IND-CPA security guar-
antees [34]. This scheme is used in various secure computation systems such as Monomi or
CryptDB [3; 9], in order to compute SUM aggregated queries.

The electronic vote is a practical situation that this scheme can be used. Consider a ”for”
(1) or ”against” (0) vote election, with M voters. Each voter must encrypt his or her voter’s
number and vote (0 or 1) before submitting it. At the end of the voting period, making the
product between the votes, we get the value N that corresponds to the sum of all the votes.
Thus, it is possible to know that there were N votes ”for” and N-M votes ”against”, without
revealing the identity of the voters [35].

2.1.6 Discussion

Table 1 shows the different functionalities of each of the cryptographic schemes presented,
as well as their security guarantees.

Standard Encryption (STD) will be consider as the symmetric scheme which adopts prob-
abilistic algorithms for encrypting messages, such as AES-128 CBC with random Initializa-
tion Vector (IV). DET, OPE and PHE correspond to Deterministic Encryption, Order-Preserving
Encryption and Partial-Homomorphic Encryption, respectively. As we can conclude, better se-
curity guarantees lead to fewer supported features. This is even more significant in the STD
scheme, which offers the highest security guarantees but does not support any functional-
ity. On the other hand, schemes that have more functionality, such as the OPE scheme,
have weaker security guarantees. These schemes should be explored and used in appli-
cations with different requirements, in order to balance their performance, security and
functionality commitments.
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Equality Order Arithmetic
Operations

Security
Guarantees

Examples of
SQL Queries

STD IND-CPA None

DET X IND-DCPA GROUP BY, DISTINCT,
COUNT, IN

OPE X X IND-OCPA ORDER BY, MAX, MIN
PHE X IND-CPA SUM

Table 1.: Comparison of Cryptographic Schemes.

2.2 trusted hardware

The problem of secure remote computation is to ensure the integrity and confidentiality of
the data when an untrusted remote infrastructure performs computations. The FHE crypto-
graphic scheme ensures data confidentiality as it enables cloud processing to be performed
on encrypted data. However, it is not efficient in terms of performance for most of the ap-
plications [33; 36]. To address this problem, new solutions have emerged based on trusted
hardware, which allows new compromises between security and efficiency.

Trusted hardware is a general term used to indicate any hardware that has been certified
to operate according to a particular set of requirements [37]. With this approach, a user
trusts their data to a secure container hosted on the hardware of a remote computer and
allows it to perform operations over the data (Figure 1).

Manufacturer

User's	Computer

Computation
Dispatcher

Remote	Computer

Trusted	Hardware

Secure	Container

Public	Loader

Private	Code

Private	Data

Setup

Verification

Setup	Computation

Encrypted	Results

User Infrastructure
Owner

ManagesTrusts

Software
Provider

Authors

Builds

Trusts

Trusts

Figure 1.: Trusted Computing (image adapted from [1]).

There are two main approaches to trusted hardware solutions: a) using secure copro-
cessors [38; 39; 40] or b) incorporating security into the processing units of the computer
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[1; 41; 42; 43; 44; 45; 46]. One of the primary goals of all trusted hardware solutions is to re-
duce their Trusted Computing Base (TCB). This factor defines the set of components, such as
hardware, firmware, or software components that are considered critical to system security.

Our project focuses on the Intel SGX due to its low TCB and the guarantees of security
and confidentiality that it offers. Another important aspect is that all next-generation and
future Intel processors support the SGX technology. This solution will be explained in the
following subsection.

2.2.1 Intel SGX

In order to solve the trusted computing problem, Intel presents the SGX technology [1].
This is a trusted hardware solution that consists of establishing protected execution envi-
ronments (enclaves), whose security depends only on the instruction of the processors and
a set of private keys only accessible to the hardware. Enclaves have isolated memory ad-
dresses with the assurance that no external environment, such as the operating system or
hypervisor, can read or write from them.

SGX splits an application into two parts: trusted environment and untrusted environment
(Figure 2). The application creates the enclaves, which are placed in the trusted memory.
When the application calls a trusted function, i.e., a function that runs inside the enclave,
the execution of the application is transferred to the enclave, where only the code within the
enclave has access to the data to execute the operations. At this point, the trusted Central
Process Unit (CPU) controls the access to enclave memory, denying external accesses. Finally,
when the function returns its result, the enclave data remains in the trusted memory and
the execution of the application proceeds normally.

Intel	SGX	Application

Untrusted	Code Trusted	Code

1

2

Create	Enclave

Call	Trusted

5

Normal	Execution

3

Data	Processing

4

Return	Encrypted	
Result

Privileged	System	Code
OS,	VMM,	BIOS,	SMM

Figure 2.: Intel SGX Application (image adapted from [2]).
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Thus, SGX enclaves provide fully isolated execution, which means that they restrict the
access to a subset of memory that only one enclave can access. Enclaves also provide seal-
ing, which allows encrypting and authenticating the data inside an enclave so that it can be
written to persistent memory without any other process having access to its contents. With
this, the data can be reread by its enclave whenever needed. SGX relies on software attes-
tation, which can be local attestation when two enclaves authenticate between themselves
platform, or remote attestation when an enclave connects with a remote provider. This
feature is crucial to ensure that the critical code is running within the enclave with security
guarantees.

One of the main advantages of SGX against its predecessors is its lower TCB, since it only
includes the code that users decide to run inside their enclave. Thus, SGX provides security
guarantees for attacks from malicious software running on the same computer.

2.3 modular secure processing frameworks

There are various modular frameworks proposals for secure data processing that support
different cryptographic schemes, with different assurances of security and performance.
CryptDB [3] is a good example of this approach, however, it supports a particular and
limited combination of cryptographic techniques. On the other hand, the SafeNoSQL frame-
work presents a modular and extensible architecture, which enables a user to explore differ-
ent trade-offs between performance, security, and functionality. Our approach in this work
is based on this second one.

The next subsections explain these two platforms, describing their architectures and their
features.

2.3.1 CryptDB

There are several security issues in relational databases systems hosted on remote servers.
For example, an adversary may exploit system vulnerabilities to gain access to servers, a
malicious administrator may observe confidential information from its users, and attackers
with physical access to servers can obtain all data on disk and in memory. To solve this
problem, the CryptDB system [3] introduces a SQL database that computes queries on en-
crypted data, providing security guarantees for applications that use a Database Management
System (DBMS) hosted on an untrusted server.

Figure 3 shows the architecture proposed by CryptDB. It consists of two parts: CryptDB
proxy server and an unmodified DBMS. The first is hosted on the trusted side and intercepts
the queries sent by the Application Server, analyzing and rewriting them with operations to
be executed on encrypted data in the unmodified DBMS hosted in an untrusted structure.
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To perform operations on encrypted data, CryptDB uses User-Defined Function (UDF)s on
the server side.

User	1

Password	U1

User	2

Password	U2

Users'	Computers

Application

Key	Setup

Active
Session

Application
Server

Database
Proxy

Active	Keys:
U1

Annotated
Schema

CryptDB	Proxy	Server

Unmodified	DBMS CryptDB	UDFs

Encrypted
Data

Encrypted
Key	Table

DMBS	Server

Threat	1Threat	2

Figure 3.: CryptDB’s Architecture (image adapted from [3]).

We can also observe in the system’s architecture that CryptDB addresses two security
threats. The Threat 1, demonstrated in the Figure 3 on the DBMS Server side, consists of
malicious administrators who attempt to access private data by snooping on the DMBS
Server. CryptDB addresses this challenge by running queries over encrypted data at the
DBMS layer, thereby limiting the information leakage to the security assurances provided
by the cryptographic techniques used. The Threat 2 occurs on the trusted side and happens
when an adversary gains complete control over the application and over the DBMS. In this
threat, CryptDB only guarantees the confidentiality of the data for users that are not logged
into the system, since during the attack the adversary has access to the encryption and
decryption keys, as well as the data stored in the DBMS.

To protect information from these two types of threats, CryptDB faces two challenges:
minimize the amount of confidential information that is revealed to the untrusted server
without compromising the efficiency of queries, and minimize the amount of data leaked
when an adversary compromises not only the DBMS server but also the Application server. In
this way, CryptDB presents three strategies to solve these challenges: SQL-aware encryption,
adjustable query-based encryption, and chain encryption keys to user passwords.

The SQL-aware encryption strategy consists of executing the queries on encrypted data.
Since SQL queries are composed of a well-defined set of primitive operators such as equality,
sum, or joins comparators, CryptDB takes advantage of this by encrypting each element
with cryptographic techniques, allowing the DBMS to perform operations on encrypted
data. With the use of cryptographic schemes suitable for each operation, DBMS can execute
the interrogations directly on the cryptograms, without having to convert them to plaintext.

Cryptographic schemes have different levels of security guarantees. However, different
schemes are required to perform different types of operations. Thus, to avoid revealing
all possible cryptographic techniques to the DBMS, CryptDB uses the adjustable query-based
encryption. This strategy consists on using encryption Onions to store multiple cryptograms
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into a single group. An Onion can be seen as a group of cryptographic schemes that are
hierarchically grouped according to the underlying security assurances.

Finally, the third strategy, chain encryption keys to user passwords, defines that each item
in the database can only be decrypted using a key chain constructed through the user’s
password. In this way, if a DBMS is compromised and a user has not logged in the system,
nor the opponent is aware of its key, the user data is protected according to the guarantees
of the cryptographic schemes used since, without the key, his data can not be decrypted.

CryptDB uses STD (also called Randomized Encryption (RND)), DET, OPE, HOM, JOIN,
OPE-JOIN and Word Search (SEARCH). The JOIN schema is a deterministic schema, which
supports all operations allowed by DET, and also making it possible to determine the rep-
etition of values between two columns. On the other hand, the SEARCH schema is used
for search operations, such as LIKE, by splitting text into keywords. These schemes are not
described in the subsection 2.1 because they are not used in this work. On the other hand,
the Onions implemented in the system are shown in Figure 4.

RND/STD:	No	Functionality RND/STD:	No	Functionality

DET:	Equality	Functions

Join:	Equality	Join

Any	Value

Onion	Eq

OPE:	Order

OPE-JOIN:	Range	Join

Any	Value

Onion	Ord

SEARCH

Text	Value

Onion	Search

HOM:	Add

Int	Value

Onion	Add

Figure 4.: Cryptographic Onions used in the CryptDB system (image adapted from [3]).

It is possible to observe that the Onions layers are organized hierarchically by the level
of security of the cryptographic schemes in which the external layer has a better security
degree than the internal layers. However, the external layer is compromised by the func-
tionalities that the scheme enables to perform. The internal layers allow for a greater set
of functionalities by lowering the security level, just as with the OPE scheme. To encrypt
and decrypt data on each Onion layer, the CryptDB proxy uses the same cryptographic key
for each column, and different cryptographic keys for tables, columns, onions, and layers.
Thus, CryptDB proxy can perform operations on each column without requiring individual
keys for each row.

The CryptDB is susceptible to cryptoanalysis attacks and queries attacks which aim to
identify the identity of users [47].
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2.3.2 SafeNoSQL

SafeNoSQL is a framework that aims to solve the issues of privacy and security present
in cloud services and, in particular, in NoSQL databases [4]. It presents a modular and
extensible architecture which uses multiple cryptographic schemes in order to protect data
while enabling processing over cryptograms.

The main advantage of this modular architecture (Figure 5) is that it allows the use of
multiple cryptographic techniques on the same database, and it can be extended to new
secure computing solutions. Furthermore, it also allows the user to combine the schemes
so that they can have different trade-offs of performance and security. This architecture is
divided into a trusted environment, which is secure and contains the database client, and
an untrusted environment, which contains the cloud service providers. SafeNoSQL presents
four components: SafeMapper, CryptoWorker, Handler, and CryptoBox.

Client

Trusted	Site

Untrusted	Site

Client

NoSQL	Client

CryptoWorker

Handler

BoxCryptoBox

SafeMapper

1

2

3a)

3b)

NoSQL
Backend

CryptoWorker

Handler

BoxCryptoBox

SafeMapper

4

4a)

4b)

4c) 4d)

Figure 5.: SafeNoSQL’s Architecture (image adapted [4]).

SafeMapper maps the scheme of the original database to the techniques and properties
used to encrypt the data, which are present in an xml file.

CryptoWork module is present on both of the trusted and the untrusted side and ab-
stracts the existing cryptographic schemes in the system. CryptoWork intercepts each query
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requested by a user, and the module Handler converts the request into a semantically sim-
ilar operation but with security guarantees, i.e., prepared to execute over encrypted data.
CryptoWorkers implement an Application Programming Interface (API) with three operations:
encode, decode and process. The first two are executed on the trusted side while the last runs
on the untrusted side.

These operations are linked to modular components called CryptoBoxes, where each Cryp-
toBox presents the implementation of only one cryptographic technique. Thus, when a
client intends to encrypt, decrypt or process data with a certain cryptographic technique,
CryptoWorker invokes the CryptoBox that implements that technique in order to be able to
do the operations. The SafeNoSQL prototype implements CryptoBoxes for STD, DET, OPE
schemes, however, with its modularity, new secure computation techniques can be added
to the system without requiring any changes to the system architecture.

2.4 apache spark

Apache Spark is an open-source unified analytics engine for large-scale distributed data pro-
cessing which can be used with several widely used programming languages (Python, Java,
Scala and R) [5]. It extends the MapReduce, a popular programming model for processing
large amounts of data, however, Spark’s programming model uses in-memory processing
making it far more efficient than its predecessors, such as Apache Hadoop [48].

Apache Spark’s system consists of several components, all integrated in the platform
itself, which makes it easier to use. As we can see in Figure 6, the Spark’s stack is composed
by Upper-level libraries, Spark Core, Cluster Manager and Data Storage Sources. Spark’s MLlib
is the component used for machine learning, GraphX for graph analysis, Spark Streaming for
stream processing and Spark SQL for structured data processing.

Upper-Level
Libraries Spark	SQL Spark	Streaming MLlib

(machine	learning)
GraphX
(graph)

Spark	Core

Cluster	Manager Spark	
Standalone

Hadoop
YARN

Apache
Mesos

Amazon
EC2

Storage HDFS HBase Cassandra .	.	.

Figure 6.: Apache Spark’s Stack.
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At a very high-level, let’s consider Figure 7 to understand the Spark’s architecture and
its flow of operations. Spark’s architecture consists of three main components: Driver Pro-
gram, which defines which program to run on the platform, Cluster Manager, which aims to
manage a distributed cluster of machines, and Spark Workers that perform the tasks which
are sent by the Driver Program. In the execution of Spark, it first reads the data through
a storage source and creates an object called SparkContext that connects Spark to the pro-
gram being developed (Driver Program). With the data, Spark creates a structure called
Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD), which is a spark core data abstraction and represents an
immutable collection of elements that can be operated in parallel. When a user wants to
execute a query, it is converted by the scheduler into a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) whose
nodes are tasks and whose edges indicate data flow. Then, the DAG is sent to the Cluster
Manager, which is responsible for managing the set of nodes that are used as Workers, which
perform the tasks that are sent by the Driver Program.

Driver

Spark
Context

Cluster	
Manager

	Spark	Worker

	Executor Cache

Task Task

	Spark	Worker	

	Executor Cache

Task Task

Figure 7.: Spark’s Architecture (image adapted from [5]).

RDDs support two types of operations: transformations, like filter or map which create a
new dataset from an existing one but does not persist it to disk; and actions, like count
or persist, which return a value to the driver program after running a computation on the
data and persists all the data in memory to disk. When a user wants to execute some
computation over a RDD, Spark creates a DAG, which is divided into stages and steps and
describes the order of the operations and how they are combined to return the result to the
user.

The DataFrame and Dataset API’s provide a higher level of abstraction for structured
data. A DataFrame is conceptually equivalent to a table in a relational database, providing
a distributed collection of data, but organized into named columns. In addition, DataSet
consists of data abstraction associated with object-oriented programming, providing an API
that allows working on immutable objects that are mapped to a relational scheme.
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2.4.1 Spark SQL

Spark SQL is an Apache Spark module that integrates relational processing with Spark’s
functional programming API, encompassing the DataFrame and DataSet APIs [6].

Its intregation into Spark can be observed in Figure 8. The DataFrame API allows the
integration of relational model computations into Spark programs. In addition, this API
presents a more convenient and efficient solution in many common situations, such as com-
puting multiple aggregates in one pass using a SQL statement [6]. Thus, with Spark SQL, a
user can make SQL queries, which are converted to functions of a DataFrame/DataSet: for
example, by doing the query SELECT * FROM users WHERE age > 30 in a table registered
with the name ”users”, the operation is converted into a DataFrame operation filter(age >

30).

JDBC Console User
Programs

Spark	SQL

DataFrame	API

DataSet	API

Catalyst
Optimizer

Spark

Resilient	Distributed	Datasets

Figure 8.: Integration of Spark SQL into Spark (image adapted from [6]).

This module introduces an optimizer called Catalyst that aims to automatically rewrite
relational queries in order to run them more efficiently, thereby increasing the application’s
performance. Thus, Catalyst is responsible for converting a SQL query in a physical query
plan. It takes advantage of Scala programming language features such as pattern matching
to express the optimization rules that the application must support, with this set of rules
being extensible. This component allows the application to support a wide range of data
sources and big data algorithms.

Thus, this thesis provides a modular and extensible solution for secure analytical process-
ing based on Spark SQL. For this purpose, we explored the cryptographic techniques STD,
DET and OPE as well as the SGX technology.
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S TAT E O F T H E A RT

In this chapter, we discuss the related work about secure data analytics platforms. Sec-
tion 3.1 and Section 3.2 present VC3 and Opaque, respectively, which are solutions based
on the SGX technology. On the other hand, Monomi and Seabed are solutions based in
cryptographic schemes, and they are described in the Sections 3.3 and 3.4.

Each section describes the system’s architecture, its advantages and disadvantages in
terms of performance and security, as well as its experimental results.

3.1 vc3

Verifiable Confidential Cloud Computing (VC3) is a framework developed by Microsoft Re-
search which allows their users to run distributed MapReduce computations in the cloud,
ensuring the confidentiality and integrity for both code and data, and also ensuring the
accuracy of their results [7]. It uses SGX enclaves and runs on Apache Hadoop. VC3 keeps
the Hadoop, the operating system and the hypervisor out of its TCB.

At the very high-level, the concept developed in VC3 is based in having all the code and
data encrypted except when it is inside the SGX enclaves, where computation is executed
over plaintext data (Figure 9). However, in order to make VC3 an efficient system for data
analytics computation, VC3 design faced some challenges: minimize the TCB; guarantee
integrity for the whole distributed computation and to protect the code running in the
isolated memory regions from attacks due to unsafe memory accesses.

First, to minimize the TCB, VC3 implements a code partitioning mechanism. Their users
write, test, and debug map and reduce functions using C++ development tools. Then, they
encrypt them using a non-deterministic cipher, and bind them to a small amount of public
code that implements VC3’s key exchange and job execution protocols. All of this is placed
inside a dll file and then uploaded to the cloud which initializes SGX enclaves containing the
user code and the VC3 public code. These enclaves are launched by public and untrusted
code on worker nodes, however, to keep the operating system out of TCB, VC3 implements
an interface between the public code in ddl file and the outside untrusted environments.
This interface consists in two functions: readKV() for reading key-value pairs from Hadoop,
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Figure 9.: VC3’s Architecture (image adapted from [7]).

and writeKV() from writing key-value pairs to Hadoop. Since the worker node and the
enclave share the virtual address space of a process, data is passed from public code inside
the enclave to the worker outside the enclave over a shared memory region outside the
enclave. So, the VC3’s TCB simply consists in a dll file plus the SGX processor.

The SGX processors only guarantee the integrity of memory regions on individual com-
puters. However, in order to build a fully distributed system, it is necessary to use many
machines; at some point, the data needs to come out the enclaves for its execution. At this
point, the operating system and the hypervisor may compromise system execution doing
things such as not scheduling and distributing processes, corrupt, duplicate or drop the
data, and not performing disk I/O. So, in order to guarantee the integrity of the whole dis-
tributed computation, VC3 propose a job execution protocol: the computed nodes output
summaries of the work that they did, and the summaries are aggregated at a verified node.
This verified node can check the consistency of these summaries and check if the cloud
provider interfered with the computations.

As a final contribution, VC3 also proposes a mechanism which aims to protect the code
that is executed inside the enclaves against attacks due to unsafe memory accesses. They
provide a compiler that efficiently enforces two region self-integrity invariants for code in
an isolated region: region-write-integrity and region-read-write-integrity. The first ensures that
writes through pointers can only be written to address-taken variables or heap allocation
inside the enclave. The latter, in addition to the integrity guarantees provided by read-write-
integrity, also ensures that reads through pointers cannot go outside the enclave.

VC3’s experimental results show an overhead of 4.5% with write integrity and 8% with
read/write integrity, comparing with unprotected Hadoop.
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3.2 opaque

Opaque is an oblivious and encrypted distributed data analytics platform which aims to pro-
vide strong confidentiality guarantees as well as computation integrity and obliviousness
using SGX hardware enclaves [8].

It extends Spark SQL with extra SQL operators and rules to run analytic queries securely.
To support oblivious queries and provide additional security guarantees, Opaque is imple-
mented on top of Catalyst, requiring minimal extensions on this, but without requiring
any modifications in the Spark’s libraries. In terms of its architecture (Figure 10), the only
change from Opaque to Spark SQL is the location of the query planner to the client-side to
prevent a malicious cloud from compromising query planning and hence job execution.
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Rules
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Client	/	Trusted	Site Server	/	Untrusted	Site

Scheduler

Encrypted
DAG

Encrypted
DB

SGX	Enclave
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Processing
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Spark
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Figure 10.: Opaque’s Architecture (image adapted from [8]).

For the system initialization, Opaque uses remote attestation to assure that the correct
code has been loaded into the enclaves. Then, a secure communication channel is estab-
lished between the client and the enclaves, and this is used to agree on a secret key shared
between them. Thus, the enclave can read and operate on data encrypted by the client.

When a client wants to execute a query over encrypted data, Opaque first translates the
query into a DAG of encrypted operators. The DAG is then given to the scheduler which
is located on the untrusted region, and this one assigns tasks to the Spark Workers. When
they complete these tasks, the encrypted result is sent to the client.

Since a malicious cloud can drop data, and modify data or computation, Opaque im-
plements a self-verify computation, to ensure the data and computation integrity. This
approach is based on two facts: if computation does not abort, the execution completed so
far is correct; if the computation complete, then the entire query was executed correctly.

Opaque presents three execution modes: encryption mode, oblivious mode and oblivious
pad mode. In the encryption mode, it provides data encryption and authentication, and
it uses the self-encryption integrity protocol described above. However, this mode of ex-
ecution can leak access patterns. This can occur at the memory-level when an Operating
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System (OS) can infer information about the encrypted data by controlling an application’s
page accesses. This can also occur at the network-level when in the distributed setting tasks
produce network traffic that reveals information about the encrypted data. For example,
the GROUP BY operation typically produces network traffic with encrypted data. In this
operation, each machine iterates its records and assigns each one to a bucket. Then, the
records are shuffled into the network so that records within the same bucket are sent to the
same machine. In this way, an attacker can see the number of items sent to each machine
and, combining this with the public knowledge about the data, he may be able to infer
valuable information [8].

To solve this problem, Opaque oblivious mode includes all the security guarantees in the
encryption mode and additionally provides oblivious execution in order to hide data access
patterns. This strategy encompasses new sensitive SQL operators such as oblivious filter or
aggregation-join that have as input at least one sensitive table or intermediate result set of
operators involving at least one sensitive table. These sensitive operators are itself based
on new Opaque operators that use oblivious primitives such as intra-machine oblivious sorting
or inter-machine oblivious sorting. Although this approach hides data accesses, it does not
hide the computation executed on the server or the size of the data, so an attacker can
know the input and output size for a SQL operator and the query plan generated by the
Catalyst, which may leak some statistical information. Also, the oblivious mode is slower
in terms of performance. To address this challenge, Opaque provides new query planning
techniques, both rule-based and cost-based. Oblivious pad mode improves the oblivious
mode by preventing size leakage.

The platform was evaluated in three types of workloads: SQL, machine learning, and
graph analytics. In order to evaluate Opaque against vanilla Spark SQL, which provides no
security guarantees, they used three out of four queries of the Big Data Benchmark [49]. For
the machine learning workload, they chose least squares regression on 2D Data, and for the
graph analytics they used PageRank. They showed that the encryption mode’s performance
is competitive with the baseline, and it ranges from being 52% faster to 3.3x slower. The
results where performance was better is mainly due to the definition of query optimization
strategies. On the other hand, oblivious mode slows down the baseline by 1.6 to 46 times.
The Opaque was also compared to GraphSC [50] using PageRank. This evaluation showed
that it could improve GraphSC performance by about 2300x. Finally, they showed that their
querying optimization techniques result in 2 to 5 times more efficient queries.

3.3 monomi

Monomi is a system that uses cryptographic schemes to encrypt an entire database and run
analytical queries over the encrypted data [9]. It is based in CryptDB [3] design, which
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uses specialized encryption schemes to perform operations like equalities, sorting and ag-
gregation over encrypted data. However, CryptDB is not prepared to run over analytical
workloads, since it only runs four out of 22 TPC-H with significant overhead.

In order to construct a system that can efficiently and securely execute analytical queries
over encrypted data, Monomi faced three main challenges. First, the use of cryptographic
schemes that considerably increase the size of the data may limit the execution time of
queries processing, since the I/O system limits the execution of queries over large amounts
of data. Second, the complexity of analytic queries can make querying over encrypted data
inefficient or even impossible. Third, the use of cryptographic techniques can slow down
some queries. For example, PLR can be used on the untrusted server-side to compute sums
on encrypted data. However, the cost of decrypting a cryptogram provided by this scheme
on the trusted client-side can be excessively high. In this way, it can be more efficient to
decrypt the data and perform the sum in plaintext on the client-side.

To deal with these challenges, Monomi presents a split client/server approach that con-
sists of dividing the execution of complex queries between the server and the client. Thus,
the untrusted server executes part of the query, and when the remaining parts of the query
cannot be computed on the server or can be more efficiently computed on the client-side,
the encrypted data is sent to the client, which decrypts it and performs the remaining parts
of the query. To illustrate an example of this model, we will use the example given in the
Monomi’s paper. Let us consider that we want to use Monomi to run the query from Figure
11.

SELECT SUM(price) AS total

FROM orders

GROUP BY order_id

HAVING total > 100

Figure 11.: Example of a SQL Query on Monomi System.

To run computations over encrypted data on an untrusted server, Monomi uses specific en-
cryption schemes to perform only certain computations. In the example provided, Mononi
encrypts order id using a deterministic encryption scheme, which allows the server to per-
form the GROUP BY operation. Monomi also encrypts the column price with PLR, which
allows the server to compute the sum of encrypted values. However, since total is encrypted
with PLR and it does not support order comparisons, the operation total > 100 cannot be
executed at the server. Thus, Mononi rewrites the query using PAILIER SUM which is a
UDF function that computes the encrypted sum of several PLR ciphertexts - Figure 12.

Note that price paillier and order id det are the PLR and DET encrypted columns of the
original price and order id columns, respectively. The result of this query is sent to the
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SELECT PAILLIER_SUM(price_paillier) AS total

FROM orders

GROUP BY order_id_det

Figure 12.: SQL Query generated by Monomi from Figure 11.

client, which decrypts it, executes HAVING total > 100 and sends the matching results to
the application.

Monomi’s performance measurement mainly consists of the cost of performing computa-
tion over encrypted data on the server. To improve performance, Monomi proposes a set
of optimization techniques for executing queries: per-row precomputation, space-efficient en-
cryption, grouped homomorphic addition, and pre-filtering. Monomi also proposes a designer
optimizer that aims to choose the best set of cryptographic schemes to maximize the per-
formance of the queries. In the example described above, it uses the PLR scheme for the
price since it is very likely that the computations over this column are sums. Based on this
designer, Monomi also implements a query planner that aims to find the best client/server
execution plan for a given query. All components of the Monomi and its flow of execution
can be observed in Figure 13.
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Figure 13.: Monomi’s Architecture (image adapted from [9]).

Monomi, like SafeNoSQL, presents a modular end flexible system, since it allows the ad-
ministrator to choose the encryption schemes used in each of the columns, and it uses the
cryptographic schemes STD, DET, Format-Preserving Encryption (FPE), OPE, PLR and Search-
able Encryption (SE). It presents the security guarantee that it never stores data in plaintext
on the untrusted server. However, some of these schemes reveal information needed to
process queries, such as equalities in the DET scheme or order comparisons in the OPE
scheme.
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The Monomi prototype was implemented on PostgreSQL, and it can run 19 out the 22

TPC-H, which is a decision support benchmark. The achieved a median value of 1.24x
slowdown, with a range of values ranging from 1.03x to 2.33x compared to the same bench-
mark run on an unprotected database.

3.4 seabed

Monomi and CryptDB [9; 3] systems have security and performance limitations for schemes
as OPE and HOM, which can make their use impractical in secure processing over large
datasets. Seabed [10] presents a platform developed on Apache Spark, introducing two new
cryptographic schemes to face the security and performance issues of the previous systems:
Additively Symmetric Homomorphic Encryption (ASHE) and Splayed ASHE (SPLASHE).

The ASHE scheme aims to improve the performance levels of homomorphic encryp-
tion schemes, such as PLR, which allow executing arithmetic and aggregation operations
directly on the cryptograms. As already indicated above, PLR scheme presents strong secu-
rity guarantees (IND-CPA). However, its performance is compromised since it consists of an
asymmetric scheme that needs large-size cryptograms to preserve the supported operations.
The ASHE scheme makes this improvement considering a confidence relation between the
entities of the system. For example, in a business data, the data producer and the analyst
typically have a trust relationship, and it is sufficient to use symmetric encryption, which
has much better performance levels. This scheme is up to three orders of magnitude more
efficient than PLR. However, it does not fulfill a typical requirement of the homomorphic
schemes, which requires the size of a cryptogram does not increase with the number of
operations made on it.

On the other hand, the second challenged faced by Seabed was to solve the vulnera-
bility that the deterministic schemes present against attacks by inference. Therefore, the
SPLASHE scheme presents two execution modes: Basic SPLASHE and Enhanced SPLASHE.
The first operates in the follow way: given a column C, and a number of discrete values
d that it can assume, the database scheme is changed by creating d columns that replace
the column C, calling the new columns as Cd. When the value of column C on line n is x,
the value of column Cx on line n is set to 1. For example, if the column C contains two
occurrences of x, then the column Cx will contain two values set to 1 in the rows where x
occurs in C, and the remaining values of Cx are set to 0. If the columns resulting from the
use of this mode of operation are encrypted using ASHE, the cryptograms are random to
the attacker, thus making the system safe from inference attacks. However, this mode of
operation is impractical when the range of values is too large, since it increases the storage
consumption by a factor of d. The Enhanced mode of the SPLASHE scheme presents an
approach where the new columns are only created for the most frequent values, thereby
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decreasing the storage space. However, this mode needs to know the queries and the dis-
tribution of the data before executing any query. Also, this approach presents issues in
managing data in which the distribution changes in real-time. Although the SPLASHE
modes improve the security guarantees of the deterministic schemes, they require much
more storage space. The use of the Enhanced mode in realistic applications can require ten
times more storage space [10].

The architecture of the Seabed system is demonstrated in Figure 14. Like Monomi and
CryptDB, it uses a Planner to determine how to encrypt each column of data. For this, it
needs the database schema and a workload representative of the queries that the system
will process. During the data storage process, these are sent to the Encryption Module to
encrypt the data with the correct ciphers. On the other hand, the Query Code Translator is
responsible for transforming the queries so these can be executed over encrypted data, on
the untrusted side. After performing the query, the server sends the result to the Decryption
Module, which is located on the trusted side and is responsible for decrypting the result,
sending it then to the user in plaintext.
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Figure 14.: Seabed’s Architecture (image adapted from [10]).

Moreover, as we can observe in the architecture, Seabed also uses DET and OPE schemes
in some cases. For example, when a sensitive dimension cannot use SPLASHE because
it is used as part of a join, Seabed leverages the use of DET. Another example is when a
dimension requires range queries in query filters, in which Seabed uses the OPE scheme. It
is also important to note that Seabed follows the client-server approach of Monomi, splitting
the execution of queries the server can not compute some operation.
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3.5 discussion

Table 2 shows a comparison of the four frameworks presented. As we can see, Opaque and
VC3 use SGX technology to ensure the confidentiality of data and allow the execution of
server-side operations. This approach allows computing any function with confidentiality
and integrity guarantees, but these systems are penalized in performance due to the security
mechanisms implemented in the processor.

On the other hand, Monomi and Seabed uses cryptographic schemes to protect the informa-
tion, splitting the operations between the trusted client-side and the untrusted server-side.
Although cryptographic schemes can be computed on any hardware, their use is limited
to the feature set that the schemes allow. Moreover, the use of cryptographic schemes can
reveal some information needed to process queries.

The main limitation of these systems is that none of them explores different combinations
between cryptographic techniques and trusted hardware. Therefore, our goal is to design
and implement a modular and extensible system for analytical processing that supports the
simultaneous integration of cryptographic techniques and SGX technology.

Cryptographic Schemes Trusted Hardware Client ServerSTD DET OPE PLR ASHE SPLASHE SGX
VC3 X X
Opaque X X
Monomi X X X X X X
Seabed X X X X X X

Table 2.: Comparison of Analytics Frameworks.
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A R C H I T E C T U R E

As already mentioned, the existing secure data analytics solutions do not allow to explore
different combinations between cryptographic techniques and trusted hardware, which lim-
its its use to particular applications.

This chapter describes the secure processing platform proposed in this work, called
SafeSpark, which has a modular and extensible architecture that supports the simultane-
ous integration of cryptographic techniques and trusted hardware solutions. We propose
an architecture based on the Spark SQL module, which currently does not allow analytical
processing with privacy guarantees.

Therefore, Section 4.1 describes the proposed architecture for secure analytical processing,
and Section 4.2 shows an example of the flow of operations on our platform.

4.1 safespark

SafeSpark extends Spark’s original architecture, based on the Spark SQL module, to pro-
mote the integration of new secure processing primitives and also allow exploring different
combinations of them for applications with specific performance, security, and functional-
ity requirements. We propose a modular and extensible solution for analytical processing,
which allows the simultaneous integration of cryptographic techniques and trusted hard-
ware technologies. The system enables users to configure how they want to protect the
information. Furthermore, it abstracts the integration of cryptographic techniques and
trusted hardware so that they can be integrated into other analytical processing platforms.

As shown in Figure 15, the proposed architecture is divided between a trusted site,
which is secure and contains the database client who wants to execute queries, and an
untrusted side such as a cloud computing service, where data processing and data storage
must ensure the confidentiality of sensitive information. Thus, our architecture is based
on SafeNoSQL [4], and extends Spark’s with new components: SafeSpark Worker, Handler,
CryptoBox and SafeMapper.

27
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Figure 15.: SafeSpark’s Architecture.

As we can observe in the architecture, our approach consists of two execution phases:
Data Storage and Data Processing. The next subsections explain each one of them, describing
how each component is used.

4.1.1 Data Storage

The first thing to note is that confidential data must be encrypted on the trusted site, be-
fore being uploaded to their respective storage source, in order to avoid leaking sensitive
information to the untrusted server.

Therefore, when a user wants to upload data to a data storage source, the files which con-
tain the information are intercepted by the SafeSpark Worker, which aims to encrypt them
according to the user intentions. To achieve this, the user must specify in a configuration
file how he wants to encrypt each column of data. Thereby, each column must be associ-
ated with a cryptographic scheme or with a trusted hardware technology. The SafeMapper
module infers all information from the defined configuration file and does the mapping
between it and the database schema and the configuration file defined by the user. SafeMap-
per stores the mapping structure on the trusted client-side so that this data can be searched
and updated more effectively.

The conversion of plaintext data to encrypted data is done by the Handler component,
which provides encode and decode methods that enable to encrypt and decrypt the data,
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respectively. When a user invokes the encode method, each data column is encrypted with
the technique that the user specified in the configuration file. To perform this operation,
the Handler uses modular entities, called CryptoBoxes, each one corresponding to a different
cryptographic technique or technology that allows protecting sensitive information. Each
CryptoBox contains an API with methods that allow generating a key, as well as methods to
encrypt and decrypt data using the respective CryptoBox key - Figure 16.

void init();

byte[] gen();

byte[] encrypt (byte[] key, byte[] value);

byte[] decrypt (byte[] key, byte[] value);

Figure 16.: CryptoBox API.

The SafeSpark Worker component allows writing a new file with encrypted data, which
can be then loaded into the data sources.

4.1.2 Data Processing

The Data Processing phase also uses the SafeSpark Worker component. However, in this
phase, it is used to modify the queries sent by the user, and to decrypt the final results of
the query. For example, when a user submits a query with an equality filter over a column
that he has specified to encrypt with DET, it uses the Handler to call the DET CryptoBox in
order to encrypt the value passed in the equality filter. On the other hand, when a query
result is sent to the user, the SafeSpark Worker intercepts the result and decrypts it using the
CryptoBoxes of the columns which are contained in the query result.

The SafeSpark Worker component is also present on the untrusted site, and its goal is to
abstract the integration of cryptographic techniques and trusted hardware into the system.
In addition to the encode and decode methods, it also implements a process method that
is used on the untrusted side to execute operations on encrypted data. This method is
essential to allow the execution of operations using trusted hardware technologies since
these must do the calculations inside protected regions of memory, such as enclaves for
SGX technology.

Thus, this architecture allows exploring different trade-offs between performance, pri-
vacy, and functionalities through the description of the configuration file. On the other
hand, with the modularity presented, new cryptographic algorithms and new technologies
can be easily integrated into the platform without affecting the remaining components.
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4.2 flow of operations

To exemplify the proposed architecture’s flow of operations and to see how each of the
modules interacts with each other, let us consider the existence of a table named Employees
in which a user wants to protect the Salary, Age, and Category columns using the SGX, OPE
and DET primitives, respectively.

Firstly, the user needs to upload data to their respective storage source (À). However,
since it wants to protect the data, the request is intercepted by the SafeSpark Worker (Á)
that initializes the SGX, OPE, and DET CryptoBoxes specified in the configuration schema
(Â) and using them to encrypt the data (Ã). It is important to note that the SGX technology
uses a symmetric cipher similar to STD scheme to encrypt the data, where its cryptographic
key is exchanged with the enclave through a secure channel. A new file with protected data
is then written (Ä) and loaded into the data storage source (Å).

Then, the user wants to execute a query that calculates the average of the salaries of the
employees who are between 25 and 30 years, grouping them by category - Figure 17.

SELECT avg(Salary)

FROM Employees

WHERE Age BETWEEN 25 AND 30

GROUP BY Category

Figure 17.: Example of a SQL Query on SafeSpark system.

By sending the query through the Spark Context (Ê), the request is intercepted by the
SafeSpark Worker, which checks whether it is necessary to change the interrogation, based
on the user-defined configuration file (Ë), in order to invoke new operators defined by
CryptoBoxes (Ì). The SafeSpark Worker makes two changes:

1. Encrypts the query values with the appropriate encrypted cryptographic scheme. For
example, in the query presented, the values ”25” and ”30” are encrypted using the
same OPE CryptoBox and key that were used to encrypt the Age column.

2. Replaces operations that are performed on encrypted data through trusted hardware
technologies, by new operators that allow operations to be performed in secure en-
claves. In the example shown, it is necessary to replace the avg operator with a new
operator running operations inside a secure enclave, since Salary column is encrypted
with SGX.

Then, the query is sent to the Cluster Manager, which dispatches the tasks by Spark Workers
(Î). Since the GROUP BY and BETWEEN operators internally perform equality and order
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comparison operations, and the Category and Age columns are encrypted with DET and
OPE, respectively, Spark can execute the operation directly in ciphertext. On the other hand,
the operation avg needs to be executed by the SafeSpark Workers using the process method of
the CryptoBox SGX (Ï). This method receives the data to calculate avg and decrypts them
with the previously agreed key. Then it does the avg calculation in plaintext and encrypts
the result, sending it back to Spark.

The query final result is sent to the Spark Client (Ð) and intercepted by SparkWorker,
which, based on the Mapper component (Ñ), decrypts the result using the appropriate Cryp-
toBoxes (Ò). Lastly, the result is sent to the client in plaintext (Ó).
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I M P L E M E N TAT I O N

The architecture proposed for the SafeSpark platform enables secure storage and processing
on the Apache Spark platform, presenting a modular and extensible model that allows
exploiting different requirements of performance, security, and functionality for different
applications.

This chapter outlines the implementation of our prototype. Thus, subsection 5.1 explains
the implementation of each of the CryptoBoxes used in the prototype. Section 5.2 describes
the SafeMapper module that allows mapping between the database schema and how the
user intends to encode the data. Finally, Section 5.3 describes SafeSpark Worker, explaining
its implementation and use, both in the data processing phase and in the storage phase.

5.1 cryptobox

CryptoBoxes are modular entities that contain cryptographic techniques or trusted hardware
technologies to protect sensitive information. In our prototype, we reuse CryptoBoxes for
the STD, DET and OPE schemes of the SafeNoSQL platform [4], which provides implemen-
tations of these techniques in the C++ programming language. In this thesis, we had to
extend the library of CryptoBox components to support the SGX technology for different
types of arithmetic and relational operations, considering different data types.

Next, we describe each of the implementations of the CryptoBoxes used, as well as their
respective guarantees of security and functionality.

5.1.1 Standard Encryption (STD)

The STD scheme was implemented with an AES cipher with a 128-bit key in CBC mode,
with random IV, using the OpenSSL cryptographic library [51].

This implementation consists of a non-deterministic cipher, being quite efficient to en-
crypt and decrypt the information. This cipher provides IND-CPA security guarantees,

32
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which prevents the cryptogram from releasing any private information. However, despite
its strong level of security, this scheme does not allow any computation over protected data.

5.1.2 Deterministic Encryption (DET)

For the DET scheme, as in the previous CryptoBox, the implementation was done through
the OpenSSL library, using an AES cipher with a 128-bit key size in CBC mode. The
difference to the previous one is that a fixed IV is used to ensure the deterministic properties
of the schemes.

Thus, it performs practically the same as in the previous case, when encrypting and
decrypting data. However, the security guarantees are lower, since the equality between
cryptograms is leaked - IND-DCPA guarantees.

This schema presents more functionality than the STD since it allows the execution of
operations where it is necessary to compare equality between values. This CryptoBox should
then be used for columns where we want to execute only operations of equalities, such as
DISTINCT, COUNT, or GROUP BY.

5.1.3 Order-Preserving Encryption (OPE)

The OPE scheme is intended to allow the execution of order operations between cryp-
tograms. For this purpose, its implementation considers the scheme proposed by Boldyreva
et al., using the OpenSSL and MPFR (Multiple-Precision Floating-Point) libraries [51; 52].
It presents deterministic properties with a hypergeometric distribution algorithm, provid-
ing POPF-CCA security guarantees. On the other hand, one of the main limitations of
this scheme is the time it takes to encrypt and decrypt the data, since the cryptogram size
increases significantly, and can be up to 4x times larger than the original text.

In addition to the equality comparison operations provided by the DET scheme, the OPE
scheme allows to execute operations where there is order comparisons over ciphertexts,
such as BETWEEN, MAX, MIN or ORDER BY. Thus, despite its weaker security and per-
formance assurances, this scheme enables the execution of a wide variety of operations for
analytical queries.

5.1.4 Intel SGX

The SafeNoSQL Cryptoboxes only had two methods to encrypt and decrypt the information
since their encryption schemes allow to compute directly on ciphertexts. However, to enable
the execution of operations with the SGX technology, we implement new mechanisms to
perform operations within secure enclaves. Thus, the SGX CryptoBox is divided into two
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main functionalities: a first to encrypt and decrypt the information, and the latter to process
information.

The encryption component uses an AES Block Cipher in CTR mode. In order to provide
randomness to the cryptograms and provide similar security guarantees to those proposed
for STD scheme, the cipher uses a counter, which is incremented for each encryption. More
specifically, it uses the ippsAESEncryptCTR and ippsAESDecryptCTR primitives of the Intel
Integrated Performance Primitives Cryptography Library (IPPCP) [53]. Thus, the implementa-
tion of the data encryption and decryption phase follows the proposed interface for the
CryptoBox modular structure (Figure 16).

In the processing component, it was necessary to implement new primitives to allow
the execution of calculations within the secure SGX enclaves. These new primitives were
implemented in the C programming language and enable the execution of relational and
arithmetic operations for the data types int, double and long. When an operation is per-
formed using SGX, the encrypted values are sent to the enclave, which decrypts them by
using a key that is previously agreed with the respective clients. It then performs the
intended processing operations over plaintext and encrypts back the result. Finally, the
encrypted result is sent to the client.

For enclave initialization and destruction, the SGX processing API implements two meth-
ods: init enclave() and destroy enclave(). The first one is responsible for creating a new en-
clave and saving its ID, so that that the same enclave can be used in future requests. The
second allows destroying the enclave, thus releasing allocated resources being used by it.
Besides, it also implements a method process enclave that enables to compute operations
within SGX enclaves. This method receives the two values on which we want to compute,
and also their respective sizes, which are necessary since we use the function strincmp for
comparing strings. Also, we need to specify with an integer the type of operation that
we want to perform within the SGX enclave (e.g., greater, less or sum). Since the other
components of the architecture such as SafeMapper or CryptoBox are implemented in Java,
we use the Java Native Interface (JNI) to integrate the SGX processing component with the
remaining ones. This framework allows Java code running on a Java Virtual Machine (JVM)
to call or be called by native applications developed in the C language.

In our implementation, we consider the usage of an enclave for each Spark Worker. We
also consider the establishment of a secure channel between the clients and the enclaves,
which used to exchange encryption keys so that SGX enclaves can decrypt client data. The
implementation of this mechanism is not an objective of this dissertation, but future work
may follow solutions such as those presented in [54] and [55].
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5.2 safemapper

As already mentioned, the SafeMapper module does the mapping between the database
schema and the secure configuration file defined by the user. For our prototype, we ex-
tend the SafeMapper version implemented in the SafeNoSQL framework to support the SGX
technology.

A user who wants to encrypt data has to specify in an XML file the technique that he
wants to use to protect each data column. He can use STD, DET, OPE and SGX techniques
or, for non-sensitive data, leave that specific columns in plaintext. In addition to the pa-
rameters defined in the version proposed by SafeNoSQL, which defines the cryptographic
technique and the parameters to create each CryptoBox, in SafeSpark an user must specify
the initial data type of each data column. This property is required so that query results can
be returned to the user in their original data types - phases Ð, Ñ, Ò and Ó of the SafeSpark
architecture (Figure 15). Moreover, in our implementation, an user can also define if he
wants to duplicate a specific column, protecting it with different cryptographic techniques.
Figure 18 shows the structure of an XML file defined for the SafeSpark prototype, on which
we want to encrypt a column called ca city from the customer adress table with both DET
and SGX CryptoBoxes.

<schema>

<table>

<name>customer_address</name>

<columns>

<family>

<name>customer_address</name>

<qualifier>

<name>ca_city</name>

<cryptotechnique>DET</cryptotechnique>

<misc>

<property>Type</property>

<type>String</type>

</misc>

<misc>

<property>Duplicate</property>

<type>SGX</type>

</misc>

</qualifier>

<!-- Remaining columns of the customer address table -->

</family>

</columns>

</table>

<!-- Remaining tables of the database -->

</schema>

Figure 18.: Example of XML configuration file.
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As we can see, we have to define the name of the table both in the name field of table, and
in the name field of qualifier. This happens because we reuse the SafeMapper version used
in this SafeNoSQL system, which was built to be used with an HBase database. In our case,
since we use relational databases, we consider that a table field has only one qualifier, and
each qualifier represents a table from a relational database.

It is also important to note that the duplication encryption strategy is useful to support
different operations on the same column, and also to optimize results. For example, al-
though the usage of OPE scheme is important to support a wider range of queries, its
decrypting time is slower. To improve the query execution time, we can duplicate OPE
columns with STD to reduce the decrypt time when the result is sent to the client [4].

5.3 safespark worker

The SafeSpark Worker component is present on both the trusted side to encrypt and decrypt
data, and on the untrusted side to perform processing operations. For this, its implementa-
tion is divided between the data storage phase and the processing phase. The implementa-
tion of both is explained below.

5.3.1 Data Storage

To support the conversion of plaintext files to encrypted ones, shown in Figure 15 in the data
storage phase, we developed a converter using the JAVA programming language. For this, it
was decided to use files in Parquet format, since this is the default format of Spark. Parquet
is a column-oriented data storage format of the Apache Hadoop ecosystem which provides
optimizations that make it very efficient, particularly in analytical processing scenarios.

Figure 19 shows the converter API. In the current state, it provides methods that allow
to encode and decode data based on the user-defined configuration schema. Also, this
provides a method that saves the result to a new parquet file, which is fundamental to load
encrypted data into the data sources. The data can be saved to a new file in hexadecimal
or byte array format. The parameter avscSchema is a path to an avsc file, which does the
mapping between the columns we want to encrypt and datatype we want for each one (byte
array, hexadecimal or plaintext).

The developed version supports the same encryption techniques as the SafeMapper mod-
ule. The main advantage of this conversion being developed a new module is the possibility
of its usage in other types of systems in addition to SafeSpark, where it is intended to protect
data before storing it.
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List<List<Object>> encode()

List<List<Object>> decode(List<List<Object>> encrypted)

void saveToFile(List<List<Object>> encrypted,

String pathFile,

String avscSchema)

Figure 19.: Parquet Convertor API.

5.3.2 Data Processing

In the data processing phase on the untrusted side, SafeSpark Worker aims to abstract the
use of cryptographic schemes and enable the execution of analytical queries over encrypted
data.

In order to perform operations within the secure SGX enclaves, we had to implement
new operators. To do this, we used the Spark SQL’s UDF and User-Defined Aggregate Func-
tion (UDAF) mechanisms, since they allow us to change Spark behaviour without directly
changing its source code. These new operators were implemented in the Scala program-
ming language and use CryptoBox SGX enclave process method to support aggregations,
arithmetic and relational operations for the data types int, double, long and String.

Due to the use of UDF and UDAF, queries are converted to call SGX operators whenever
necessary. For example, the SafeSpark Worker translates the query from Figure 17 into a new
query invoking SafeSpark operators - Figure 20. As we can see in this example, the native
operator avg is converted to a new operator avg sgx, since Salary column was encrypted with
SGX CryptoBox and we want to perform the avg operation within SGX enclaves. Besides,
the values ”25” and ”30” are encrypted with the OPE CryptoBox in order to support the
ordering filter from the WHERE clause.

SELECT avg_sgx(Salary)

FROM Employees

WHERE Age BETWEEN 0FC6AC2E AND 0FC6D497

GROUP BY Category

Figure 20.: SQL Query generated by SafeSpark from Figure 17.

For decrypting the query results, we extend the Spark SQL DataFrame API, implement-
ing a new operator called collectDecrypt, which decodes the query result before present it
to the user. This operator uses the SafeMapper component to verify which Cryptoboxes are
needed to decrypt each data column of the query result. Then, it uses those CryptoBoxes to
decrypt all the values and sends the decrypted result to the user.
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One of the current limitations of the Apache Spark platform is that it does not yet pro-
vide a stable API that enables a user to define their User-Defined Types (UDT). Thus, if a
column protected with SGX is present in a GROUP BY or ORDER BY operator, its execu-
tion becomes impossible since it is neither possible to invoke UDFs/UDAFs in them, nor to
consider these columns as a UDT, which makes it impossible to define operators of equality
and order. To solve this problem, in this prototype, we adopted a column duplication strat-
egy using the properties described in SafeMapper (5.2). When a column is encrypted with
SGX, and it is necessary to execute one of these operators, we encrypt the same column
using the OPE or DET techniques to compute them on the server-side.

Table 3 shows all operations supported by SafeSpark in the developed prototype. Rela-
tional operations refer to operations such as equal to, not equal to, greater than, less than, greater
or equal than and less or equal than. From this set, the DET scheme only supports equality
computations, whereas the OPE and SGX schemes support both equality and order com-
putations. In addition to these, the SGX operator supports more cases, such as an equality
filter when the upper operation is used in strings. Arithmetic operations are only supported
by SGX for int, double, and long data types. Finally, the DET and OPE schemes enable the
computation of equality and order aggregations, such as GROUP BY, and SGX supports
aggregations using arithmetic operations such as SUM or AVG.

Relational
Operations

Arithmetic
Operations

Agreggations

STD - - -
DET Equality - GROUP BY, ROLL UP
OPE Equality & Order - GROUP BY, ROLL UP, ORDER BY
SGX All +, -, /, * SUM, AVG

Table 3.: Operations Supported on SafeSpark Platform.

The operations presented in the table are explored in the next chapter, where we describe
the experimental evaluation of the developed prototype.
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E X P E R I M E N TA L E VA L U AT I O N

In order to validate the proposed solution and to measure the cost of adding security guar-
antees when executing analytical processing on Apache Spark, we performed an experimen-
tal evaluation of the SafeSpark prototype. Therefore, we set up three different experimental
scenarios using the TPC-DS Benchmark [56], alternating the schemes used to protect each
of the data columns.

Throughout this chapter, Section 6.1 describes the TPC-DS benchmark and the three se-
cure configuration schemes defined. Section 6.2 explains the methodology used to evaluate
the solution as well as the experimental hardware configuration used. Later, Section 6.4
shows the results for each of the experimental scenarios, and, finally, Section 6.5 presents a
discussion of the results obtained, analyzing the different trade-offs between performance,
security, and functionality obtained.

6.1 tpc-ds benchmark

The TPC-DS benchmark [57] models the decision support functions of a retail product
supplier. It considers essential components of any decision support system: data loading,
multiple types of queries, and data maintenance.

The TPC-DS data model consists of multiple snowflakes schemes interconnected by
shared dimensions. This type of scheme is similar to the star schema approach, where
there are a large fact table and several small tables (dimensions) connected to it. However,
in a snowflake scheme, in addition to the relations between dimension tables and fact tables,
dimensions may have relations with other dimensions, which makes the TPC-DS approach
more complex and realistic.

To explore different user behaviors in a decision support system, the TPC-DS benchmark
provides four query classes that represent different types of database activities in this type
of systems:

• Reporting Queries: this query class simulates ”reports” on a decision support system,
including queries evaluated periodically to answer to statistical business questions.
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These queries tend to be static, which means that, typically, the user only changes the
query parameters for different executions.

• Ad-Hoc Queries: this class considers queries that are built to answer questions of
an improvised nature. While in the previous class, a database administrator can
optimize the schema to get better performance results, in this type of queries, it may
be not possible since the result cannot be predetermined. These queries tend to be
more complex, and are often used to discover exclusive attributes in a dimension table
of a star schema.

• Interactive OLAP Queries: similar to the class of Ad-Hoc queries, distinguished by
the fact that query sequences may be related among them. This query class models
generated queries to find answers to various business questions or exception patterns.

• Data Mining Queries: queries in this class tend to process large volumes of data
in order to obtain valuable information into previous customer behaviors, allowing
getting better business decisions in future situations. Typically, the data mining query
class uses join operations and returns a large data result set.

In order to observe the impact of our platform in each query category, we selected two
queries from each group based on previous work [58; 59]. Thus, we chose the queries 27

and 73 for Reporting Class, queries 37 and 82 for Ad-Hoc, queries 24 and 31 for Iterative
OLAP, and queries 40 and 46 for Data Mining Class.

6.2 experimental setup and methodology

We evaluated the prototype using a distributed cluster composed by five nodes, configured
with Cloudera Manager v.6.1.1. For the Client node, with the function of executing the
queries and manage the cluster, we used a node equipped with Intel Core i3-4170 CPU
3.70GHz, 15.9GiB (DDR3) RAM, SATA3 119GiB SSD and with a Gigabit network interface.
The nodes with data processing function (Workers) are equipped with Intel Core i3-7100

CPU 3.9GHz, 7.8GiB (DDR3), SATA3 119GiB SSD, with Intel SGX support, and with a
Gigabit network interface.

Our experiments used a 10x scale factor on the TPC-DS benchmark, which corresponds
to a total of 12GB of data. During the data storage phase, we used a separate server to
encrypt the data. It is equipped with an Intel (R) Xeon (R) CPU E5-2698 v4 @ 2.20GHz,
31.3GiB (DDR3) and a Gigabit network interface. We used version 2.4 of Apache Spark and
version 3.0.0 of Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) for data storage.

We performed ten runs for each of the queries with both Spark running on top of en-
crypted data, in each of the three experimental scenarios (SafeSpark), as well as over plain-
text data (Spark Vanilla). For each query, we analyzed the mean and standard deviation of
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the execution time. Besides, we measured the CPU and memory, as well as the impact on
disk read/write operations and on the network traffic. Moreover, we also analyzed the data
loading times and the impact on the storage space when data is encrypted.

6.3 database schemas

With the goal of evaluating the SafeSpark platform in situations with different requirements,
we decided to consider three different experimental scenarios. These use the TPC-DS bench-
mark database, varying the schemes used to protect each of the data columns. The aim is
to analyze and compare their different performance, security, and functionality.

The following subsections explain the rules used to define each secure database configu-
ration schema. All configuration schemes are presented in detail at the Appendix A.

6.3.1 Configuration Schema 1 - SGX

The first test scenario aims to use the SGX technology in the broadest range of cases. Thus,
we use this technology in all possible columns, following by the use of OPE and DET
schemes. We will call this configuration scheme SafeSpark-SGX.

Therefore, the configuration scheme considers the following rules:

1. We used the SGX technology to protect as many columns as possible since it sup-
ports a wide set of operations. So, we considered the use of SGX for all arithmetic
operations, as well as for filters of equality and order.

2. We used the OPE scheme only for ORDER BY operations, since this operation is not
support by SafeSpark prototype, as explained in subsection 5.3.2.

3. The DET scheme was used only for GROUP BY and ROLL UP operations.

4. For the remaining columns, on which no processing is performed, we used the STD
scheme to encrypt them.

6.3.2 Configuration Schema 2 - OPE

While the previous configuration scheme maximizes the use of SGX technology to protect
the information, this second scenario - SafeSpark-OPE - aims to maximize the use of crypto-
graphic schemes, starting with the use of OPE scheme, followed by the DET scheme.

The defined secure database configuration file follows the following rules:

1. The SGX technology was used only for columns that require operations not supported
by DET and OPE schemes, such as arithmetic operations, sums or averages.
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2. We used the OPE scheme to protect columns that are used in operations that need
order preservation, such as ORDER BY or BETWEEN.

3. For the remaining columns that were used in equality operations, but which were not
yet encrypted with OPE, we use the DET scheme.

4. For remaining columns, on which no processing is performed, we used the STD
scheme to encrypt them.

6.3.3 Configuration Schema 3 - DET

As in the previous configuration scheme, this second also maximizes the use of crypto-
graphic schemes. However, this third experimental scenario - SafeSpark-DET - gives priority
to the DET schema instead of the OPE schema to encrypt the data. Thus, we want to reduce
the number of OPE columns that used in the GROUP BY and ROLL UP operations since
a column used in one of these operations must be in the query result and, consequently,
needs to be decrypted. Since the previous work [4] has already proved that the time to de-
crypt with the OPE scheme is much slower than with the DET scheme, we expect to reduce
the decryption time when the query results are sent to the user.

The configuration scheme considers the following rules:

1. As in Schema 2, the SGX technology was used only for columns that require opera-
tions not supported by DET and OPE schemes, such as arithmetic operations, sums
or averages.

2. We used the DET scheme for all columns which needs to preserve equality, such as
GROUP BY or equality filters.

3. For the remaining columns that requires order comparisons, we used the OPE scheme.
In some cases, it was necessary to duplicate some columns already protected by DET.
For example, when the same column is used simultaneously in a GROUP BY and
ORDER BY operation.

4. For remaining columns, on which no processing is performed, we used the STD
scheme to encrypt them.

With these three experimental scenarios, we want to evaluate the impact of each encryp-
tion technique on the SafeSpark platform, both in the loading and storage phase and in the
processing phase.
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6.4 results

This section presents the most relevant results obtained from the SafeSpark experimental
evaluation. Subsection 6.4.1 shows the results of the processing and storage phase, subsec-
tion 6.4.2 presents and justifies the latency of the queries execution and, lastly, subsection
6.4.3 analyzes the resources usage.

6.4.1 Loading and Storage

As mentioned, in this experimental evaluation, we used the TPC-DS benchmark with a 10x
scale factor, in which Spark Vanilla loading phase took 4.7 minutes. To check the time from
this phase for SafeSpark, we consider not only the loading time but also the data encryption
time.

For the configuration where we maximized the use of the SGX (6.3.1), SafeSpark took 697.1
minutes to encrypt and load the data, and the data size increased by 4.73x. For SafeSpark-
OPE (6.3.2), the loading time was 735.1 min, and the data size increased by 6.23x. Finally,
the loading time for SafeSpark-DET (6.3.3) was 776.3 min, and the data increased by 6.39x.

The impact shown by SafeSpark during the loading phase may be justified by the use
of the OPE scheme to encrypt data, since it has a longer encoding time than the others
schemes, especially when the plaintext size is larger [4]. On the other hand, the cryptograms
generated by the OPE scheme are much larger than the plaintext, which can explain the
impact on the data size for all the configuration schemes. In some cases, the size of the
cryptogram increases up to 4x the original plaintext size.

6.4.2 Latency

Table 4 presents the mean and standard deviation obtained from the TPC-DS queries execu-
tion. These results generate the graph of the Figure 21, which compares the latency of the
SafeSpark executions with the Spark running on plaintext data. The values consider each
query execution time, as well as the time to decrypt the result when it is sent to the client.

Q. 24 Q. 27 Q. 31 Q. 37 Q. 40 Q. 46 Q. 73 Q. 82

Spark Vanilla (s) 64,722 41,355 63,833 22,986 40,914 40,218 29,334 23,717

± 15,131 ± 6,256 ± 10,183 ± 1,641 ± 6,224 ± 4,352 ± 1,192 ± 0,652

SafeSpark-SGX (s) 99,124 84,523 122,322 89,134 97,342 93,29 69,122 97,235

± 5,712 ± 2,139 ± 4,127 ± 3,424 ± 4,012 ± 2,287 ± 2,31 ± 4,124

SafeSpark-OPE (s) 74,313 52,56 99,854 60,414 63,132 55,126 38,21 67,827

± 8,568 ± 5,913 ± 5,137 ± 4,237 ± 6,003 ± 4,811 ± 3,104 ± 5,9

SafeSpark-DET (s) 72,972 51,278 82,226 55,15 62,181 47,151 37,67 56,584

± 7,093 ± 3,755 ± 3,247 ± 2,706 ± 4,153 ± 2,179 ± 3,468 ± 2,257

Table 4.: Average and Standard Deviation of Query Execution Times.
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Figure 21.: Query Execution Times.

As expected, SafeSpark has worse performance than Spark Vanilla due to the introduction
of the mentioned security guarantees. The Spark-SGX shows the worst results, where its
best case occurs in query 24 with a 1.54x penalty and the worst in query 82 with a 4.1x
penalty. About the TPC-DS query categories, the best results from SafeSpark-SGX come
from the Interactive OLAP queries, while the worst are from the Ad-Hoc category. These
performance impact values can be justified by three factors. First, this configuration scheme
maximizes the use of the SGX technology to protect information, leading to a large number
of operations that are performed within the SGX Enclaves. This fact can be seen in Table
5, which compares the number of operations done within the SGX Enclaves in each query.
In the query where there is a higher number of operations performed within SGX Enclaves
- query 31 - each operation had an average time of 2.2 microseconds, in which the first
operation was more expensive due to enclave’s creation mechanisms.

Q. 24 Q. 27 Q. 31 Q. 37 Q. 40 Q. 46 Q. 73 Q. 82
SafeSpark

SGX 543092 2419502 4412928 1413435 1837805 2143234 894234 1129712

SafeSpark
OPE 2961 1125257 3945527 255044 532940 823993 31056 256180

SafeSpark
DET 2961 1125257 3945527 255044 532940 823993 31056 256180

Table 5.: Number of Operations done within SGX Enclaves.

Second, the prototype we developed considers the use of Spark SQL UDFs to perform
operations on data protected with the SGX technology. However, a limitation of Spark
is that it does not do optimizations for UDFs. Thus, the same query running on Spark
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Vanilla and SafeSpark-SGX may generate different execution plans, which can compromise
the performance values. Third, the use of the OPE scheme to decrypt results shows a
significant impact on the execution time, since the process of decrypting data with the OPE
scheme is significantly slower than the analogous operations for the DET or STD ciphers,
especially when the size of the cryptogram increases. In this experimental scenario, the
OPE scheme was used to decrypt results when it comes from operations like GROUP BY or
ORDER BY, since these operations are not supported for the SGX scheme in our prototype.

The SafeSpark-OPE maximizes the use of cryptographic schemes, thereby reducing the
number of operations that are performed within SGX Enclaves. As we can see in Figure 21,
this database configuration scheme is more efficient than the previous one. This improve-
ment is justified not only by the lower number of operations within Enclaves, but also by
reducing the use of UDFs, which can lead Spark to generate more optimized query execu-
tion plans. The best and worst execution time remains at the queries 24 and 82, respectively.
In this case, the first has a penalty of 1.15x, while the second takes 2.86x more time. The
category with the best query execution time is Reporting, while the worst results continued
to be in the category Ad Hoc. As we can see from table 6, although SafeSpark-OPE im-
proves some aspects of the SafeSpark-SGX, there are some queries where the execution time
is penalized by the time to decrypt results. For example, query 31 took an average time of
14,226s to decrypt data, where we observed that 13,112s were spent in the OPE scheme.

Q. 24 Q. 27 Q. 31 Q. 37 Q. 40 Q. 46 Q. 73 Q. 82

SafeSpark-SGX (s) 0,498 0,351 14,143 0,085 0,059 2,714 0,051 0,103

± 0,073 ± 0,050 ± 0,045 ± 0,009 ± 0,002 ± 0,054 ± 0,023 ± 0,093

SafeSpark-OPE (s) 0,533 0,409 14,226 0,096 0,696 2,901 0,069 0,132

± 0,067 ± 0,044 ± 0,078 ± 0,008 ± 0,029 ± 0,068 ± 0,011 ± 0,011

SafeSpark-DET (s) 0,521 0,401 1,032 0,091 0,540 0,092 0,051 0,045

± 0,053 ± 0,069 ± 0,038 ± 0,014 ± 0,034 ± 0,037 ± 0,040 ± 0,023

Table 6.: Time to Decrypt the Query Results.

The SafeSpark-DET attempts to solve the penalty of decrypting results with the OPE Cryp-
tobox, reducing the use of the OPE scheme and maximizing the use of the DET scheme.
Thus, the number of values that were decrypted by the OPE scheme is smaller, and conse-
quently the execution time decreases. The best execution time in SafeSpark-DET is also for
query 24, with a penalty of 1.13x. On the opposite side, the worst result is query 37, which
is 2.4x slower than the same query executed on Spark Vanilla. It is also worth highlighting
that there are six queries where the execution time penalty is between 1.13x and 1.52x, of
which Ad-Hoc queries (37 and 82) are excluded. These two have a higher execution time
maybe due to the higher use of UDFs for arithmetic operations within SGX Enclaves, which
means their execution plan may not be optimized.
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6.4.3 Resources Usage

To measure resource consumption from all nodes of the Spark Cluster, we used the dstat
framework [60] while the queries were being executed. We measured and analyzed the
CPU and memory usage for all the runs, as well as read/write disk operations and network
traffic. The results obtained are presented in the Appendix B.

In general terms, the results are similar for all the presented configuration schemes. The
CPU and memory consumption doesn’t show significant changes, even considering the
process of decrypting the query result and the computational power used by the Intel SGX.
The worst CPU consumption result is in query 37 of the SafeSpark-DET, with an overhead
of 1.17x. For the memory consumption, the worst overhead was 1.10x, and it was verified
for the SafeSpark-SGX also in query 37.

The SafeSpark platform has more impact on disk reads and writes and on the network
traffic. The query 46 on SafeSpark-SGX shows an overhead of 2.07x on disk read, and the
query 82 on SafeSpark-DET has 1.97x penalty comparing with Spark Vanilla. On the other
hand, the traffic of receiving and sending network has the worst results for query 46 in
SafeSpark-DET with overheads of 1.87 and 1.86, respectively.

It is important to note that, in some cases the, values of the metrics in SafeSpark’s Master
are lower than in Spark Vanilla’s Master. This is due to the fact that the query execution time
is longer, which causes it to be stopped longer, waiting for the results from Spark Workers.

The values shown are as expected. The overhead of disk reads and writes, as well as
network traffic, is justified by the fact that cryptograms are larger than plaintext data. This is
even more relevant when using the OPE scheme as it generates larger cryptograms. On the
other hand, the fact that Spark Engine can generate different execution plans because of the
use of UDF, makes that the distribution of tasks among Spark Workers can be considerably
different.

6.5 discussion

Based on the results obtained, we can conclude that the SafeSpark platform explores differ-
ent combinations of techniques to protect information, providing a practical solution that
allows to achieve different guarantees of performance, security and functionality.

STD, DET, OPE and SGX techniques must be balanced according to the requirements of
different applications. For example, applications that collect vast amounts of real-time data
and focus on decreasing load time and data size should avoid using the OPE scheme. As
we have seen, a reduce usage of the OPE scheme leads to better results in the loading and
storage phase. This is mainly because the OPE schema generates cryptograms much larger
than the original plaintext. The results would show a more significant difference if we did
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not have to duplicate some columns to support all operations. As already mentioned, the
current prototype only supports GROUP BY and ORDER BY operations with deterministic
schemes, which means that some SafeSpark-SGX columns are encrypted simultaneously
with SGX and DET/OPE.

Regarding the execution time of queries, we observed that performance can be affected
by three main factors. By significantly increasing the number of operations performed on
SGX-protected columns, the query execution time also increases. This fact can be seen
in query 31 and is justified because, unlike deterministic schemes, Spark cannot perform
operations directly on cryptograms, which must be computed within SGX Enclaves. On the
other hand, since our implementation has relied on Spark SQL’s UDF/UDAF mechanisms,
the overhead in this type of operations is also justified by the less optimized execution plan
generated by Spark. Another factor that has a strong influence on query performance is
the number of columns that need to be decrypted with the OPE scheme when the result
is sent to the client. This is noted in query 31, and proven by comparing SafeSpark-OPE
with SafeSpark-DET. In the latter, we reduced the use of the OPE scheme, which led to
better results, as we can see in Table 7, which compares the overheads of different SafeSpark
configurations.

Q. 24 Q. 27 Q. 31 Q. 37 Q. 40 Q. 46 Q. 73 Q. 82
SafeSpark-SGX 1,53 2,04 1,92 3,88 2,38 2,32 2,36 4,1
SafeSpark-OPE 1,15 1,27 1,56 2,63 1,54 1,37 1,3 2,86

SafeSpark-DET 1,13 1,24 1,29 2,4 1,52 1,17 1,28 2,39

Table 7.: Overheads of Query Execution Times.

The values in the table show that we obtained better performance results as we decreased
the use of OPE and SGX schemes. In the SafeSpark-DET configuration, we use the OPE
schema only for ORDER BY operations, and the SGX schema only for operations not sup-
ported by deterministic schemes such as sums or aggregates. SafeSpark-DET was able to
compute six queries with overheads between 1.13x and 1.52x. However, it has lower secu-
rity guarantees than SafeSpark-SGX. This configuration has the worst performance results
but provides the best security guarantees. On the other hand, the use of SafeSpark platform
security guarantees means that there is more network traffic and more disk read and write
operations since the size of the cryptograms is significantly larger.

Comparing our platform with state-of-the-art systems, SafeSpark differs from VC3 and
Opaque since it enables the use of deterministic schemes to compute equality and order op-
erations. This functionality makes it possible to achieve better performance results, however,
the security guarantees are weaker. Unlike our implementation, where we use UDF/UDAF,
the Opaque platform implements its own operators, such as filters or joins, which allows
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defining their query optimization strategies. On the other hand, SafeSpark distinguishes it-
self from Monomi and Seabed platforms by using the SGX technology to perform arithmetic
operations. SafeSpark also allows running all queries on the untrusted server-side, which
doesn’t happen in Monomi and Seabed.

The SafeSpark platform can be exploited with larger data sets and other combinations of
data encryption techniques. However, the most significant limitation of the system is the
number of times we use the OPE scheme as it has a longer encryption/decryption time
and generates larger cryptograms. SafeSpark’s flexibility and modularity enables that, in
the future work, new schemes such as ORE to be inserted into the platform to reduce OPE
scheme penalties.



7

C O N C L U S I O N A N D F U T U R E W O R K

The main contributions of this dissertation are the design and implementation of SafeSpark,
a secure data analytics platform that enables to explore different requirements of perfor-
mance, security and functionality for different applications, using cryptographic schemes
and the Intel SGX technology.

After reviewing the current state of the art, we found that the existing solutions for
performing analytical queries on encrypted data were restricted to using cryptographic
schemes or trusted hardware technologies, not exploiting their simultaneous use. This
means that security guarantees and performance levels are strictly compromised with the
techniques these systems use to protect sensitive information. Thus, in light of the knowl-
edge gained about the most commonly used cryptographic techniques in secure database
systems and SGX technology, we designed the SafeSpark platform architecture. It provides
a modular and extensible solution based on the Apache Spark system, allowing the intro-
duction of new cryptographic techniques without affecting Spark native components.

We then implemented a prototype based on the proposed architecture, which included
three cryptographic schemes, Standard Encryption, Deterministic Encryption and Order-Preser-
ving Encryption, and the Intel SGX technology. These offer different guarantees of security,
performance and functionality, and should be explored according to the objectives of each
application. To verify the behaviour of the SafeSpark platform in different situations, we
made an experimental evaluation of the proposed solution by simulating three experimental
scenarios. For this, we use the TPC-DS Benchmark, which is a system that models the
decision support functions of a retail product supplier. The results allow us to verify that
it is possible to support the Spark SQL API, ensuring the confidentiality of storage and
processing sensitive data. Comparing SafeSpark’s performance with Spark Vanilla, we found
that the best case had the impact of 1.13x, while the worst was 4.1x.

With this work, we prove that it is possible to develop practical solutions to protect
individual private information stored in cloud infrastructures without compromising ap-
plication performance. SafeSpark’s modular and extensible architecture enables new crypto-
graphic techniques or new technologies to be integrated into the platform in the future to
balance new compromises in performance, security and functionality.

49
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7.1 future work

As future work, it would be interesting to integrate new cryptographic schemes into the
SafeSpark platform, such as ORE [28], to address the performance limitations presented by
the OPE scheme. Operations performed with this scheme have a substantial impact on
performance, both in data loading and storage and in query processing. With the flexibility
of the architecture designed, new techniques can be explored on the platform, allowing for
possible improvements of security, performance and functionality. On the other hand, the
number of operations supported by SGX technology can also be increased. One solution to
this could be to develop our own Spark operators, as does the Opaque platform, avoiding
the use of UDF/UDAF, and extending Spark SQL optimization strategies. As we have seen,
the approach of using UDF/UDAF has limited the performance of our platform, since
Spark does not generate optimized query execution plans in these cases. Another solution
would be to use User-Defined Types (UDT) when there is a stable API on the Apache Spark
platform. Thus, it would be possible to implement new data types and develop all kinds of
operations for them. Furthermore, the system could be evaluated with more massive data
sets and new types of queries in order to validate the applicability of the SafeSpark platform
to Big Data applications.
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A
S A F E S PA R K C O N F I G U R AT I O N S C H E M E S

Table Column CryptoBox(s) Table Column CryptoBox(s)

catalog
returns

cr returned date sk SGX

catalog
sales

cs sold date sk SGX
cr returned time sk SGX cs sold time sk SGX

cr item sk SGX cs ship date sk SGX
cr refunded customer sk SGX cs bill customer sk SGX

cr refunded cdemo sk SGX cs bill cdemo sk SGX
cr refunded hdemo sk SGX cs bill hdemo sk SGX
cr refunded addr sk SGX cs bill addr sk SGX

cr returning cdemo sk SGX cs ship customer sk SGX
cr returning hdemo sk SGX cs ship cdemo sk SGX
cr returning addr sk SGX cs ship hdemo sk SGX

cr call center sk SGX cs ship addr sk SGX
cr catalog page sk SGX cs call center sk SGX
cr ship mode sk SGX cs catalog page sk SGX
cr warehouse sk SGX cs ship mode sk SGX

cr reason sk SGX cs warehouse sk SGX
cr order number SGX cs item sk SGX
cr refunded cash SGX cs promo sk SGX

default STD cs order number SGX

customer
address

ca address sk DET & SGX cs sales price SGX
ca address id SGX Default STD

ca city OPE & SGX

customer

c current cdemo sk SGX
ca county OPE & SGX c current hdemo sk SGX

ca state SGX c current addr sk SGX
ca zip SGX c first shipto date sk SGX

ca country SGX c first sales date sk SGX
Default STD c first name OPE & SGX

customer
demographics

cd demo sk SGX c last name OPE & SGX
cd gender SGX c birth day SGX

cd marital status SGX c birth country SGX
cd education status SGX Default STD

Default STD

household
demographics

hd demo sk SGX

date dim

d date sk DET & SGX hd income band sk SGX
d date id SGX hd buy potential SGX

d date SGX hd dep count SGX
d month seq SGX hd vehicle count SGX

d year OPE & SGX Default STD
d dow SGX

inventory

inv date sk SGX
d dom OPE inv item sk DET & SGX
d qoy DET inv warehouse sk SGX

Default STD inv quantity on hand OPE & SGX

item

i item sk SGX Default SGX
i item id OPE & SGX

store
returns

sr returned date sk SGX
i item desc DET & SGX sr return time sk SGX

i current price OPE & SGX sr item sk SGX
i brand id SGX sr customer sk SGX
i class id SGX sr cdemo sk SGX

i category id SGX sr hdemo sk SGX
i manufact id SGX sr addr sk SGX

i manufact SGX sr store sk SGX
i size SGX sr reason sk SGX

i color DET & SGX sr ticket number SGX
i units DET & SGX Default STD

i manager id DET & SGX
Default STD
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Table Column CryptoBox(s) Table Column CryptoBox(s)

store
sales

ss sold date sk SGX

store

s store sk SGX
ss sold time sk DET s store id SGX

ss item sk DET s rec start date SGX
ss customer sk DET s rec end date SGX

ss cdemo sk SGX s closed date sk SGX
ss hdemo sk SGX s store name OPE & SGX
ss addr sk DET s market id SGX
ss store sk SGX s division id SGX

ss promo sk DET s company id SGX
ss ticket number OPE s city SGX

ss quantity SGX s county SGX
ss list price SGX s state OPE & SGX

ss sales price SGX s zip SGX
ss ext sales price SGX Default STD
ss coupon amt SGX

warehouse

w warehouse sk SGX
ss net paid SGX w warehouse id SGX
ss net profit SGX w state OPE & SGX

Default STD Default STD

web
sales

ws sold date sk SGX

web
sales

ws ship hdemo sk SGX
ws sold time sk SGX ws ship addr sk SGX
ws ship date sk SGX ws web page sk SGX

ws item sk SGX ws web site sk SGX
ws bill customer sk SGX ws ship mode sk SGX

ws bill cdemo sk SGX ws warehouse sk SGX
ws bill hdemo sk SGX ws promo sk SGX
ws bill addr sk SGX ws ext sales price SGX

ws ship customer sk SGX Default STD
ws ship cdemo sk SGX

Table 8.: SafeSpark Configuration 1 - SGX.
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Table Column CryptoBox(s) Table Column CryptoBox(s)

catalog
returns

cr returned date sk DET

catalog
sales

cs sold date sk DET
cr returned time sk DET cs sold time sk DET

cr item sk DET cs ship date sk DET
cr refunded customer sk DET cs bill customer sk DET

cr refunded cdemo sk DET cs bill cdemo sk DET
cr refunded hdemo sk DET cs bill hdemo sk DET
cr refunded addr sk DET cs bill addr sk DET

cr returning cdemo sk DET cs ship customer sk DET
cr returning hdemo sk DET cs ship cdemo sk DET
cr returning addr sk DET cs ship hdemo sk DET

cr call center sk DET cs ship addr sk DET
cr catalog page sk DET cs call center sk DET
cr ship mode sk DET cs catalog page sk DET
cr warehouse sk DET cs ship mode sk DET

cr reason sk DET cs warehouse sk DET
cr order number DET cs item sk DET
cr refunded cash SGX cs promo sk DET

default STD cs order number DET

customer
address

ca address sk DET cs sales price SGX
ca address id DET Default STD

ca city OPE & STD

customer

c current cdemo sk SGX
ca county OPE & STD c current hdemo sk SGX

ca state DET c current addr sk SGX
ca zip DET c first shipto date sk SGX

ca country SGX c first sales date sk SGX
Default STD c first name OPE & SGX

customer
demographics

cd demo sk DET c last name OPE & SGX
cd gender DET c birth day SGX

cd marital status DET c birth country SGX
cd education status DET Default STD

Default STD

household
demographics

hd demo sk DET

date dim

d date sk DET hd income band sk DET
d date id DET hd buy potential DET

d date SGX hd dep count SGX
d month seq SGX hd vehicle count SGX

d year OPE & SGX Default STD
d dow DET

inventory

inv date sk DET
d dom OPE inv item sk SGX
d qoy DET inv warehouse sk DET

Default STD inv quantity on hand OPE

item

i item sk SGX Default SGX
i item id DET

store
returns

sr returned date sk DET
i item desc OPE & STD sr return time sk DET

i current price DET sr item sk DET
i brand id OPE & SGX sr customer sk DET
i class id DET sr cdemo sk DET

i category id DET sr hdemo sk DET
i manufact id DET sr addr sk DET

i manufact DET sr store sk DET
i size DET sr reason sk DET

i color DET sr ticket number OPE
i units DET Default STD

i manager id DET
Default DET
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Table Column CryptoBox(s) Table Column CryptoBox(s)

store
sales

ss sold date sk DET

store

s store sk DET
ss sold time sk DET s store id DET

ss item sk DET s rec start date DET
ss customer sk DET s rec end date DET

ss cdemo sk DET s closed date sk DET
ss hdemo sk DET s store name OPE & STD
ss addr sk DET s market id DET
ss store sk DET s division id DET

ss promo sk DET s company id DET
ss ticket number OPE s city DET

ss quantity SGX s county DET
ss list price SGX s state OPE & STD

ss sales price SGX s zip DET
ss ext sales price SGX Default STD
ss coupon amt SGX

warehouse

w warehouse sk DET
ss net paid SGX w warehouse id DET
ss net profit SGX w state OPE & SGX

Default STD Default STD

web
sales

ws sold date sk DET

web
sales

ws ship hdemo sk DET
ws sold time sk DET ws ship addr sk DET
ws ship date sk DET ws web page sk DET

ws item sk DET ws web site sk DET
ws bill customer sk DET ws ship mode sk DET

ws bill cdemo sk DET ws warehouse sk DET
ws bill hdemo sk DET ws promo sk DET
ws bill addr sk DET ws ext sales price SGX

ws ship customer sk DET Default STD
ws ship cdemo sk DET

Table 9.: SafeSpark Configuration 2 - OPE.
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Table Column CryptoBox(s) Table Column CryptoBox(s)

catalog
returns

cr returned date sk DET

catalog
sales

cs sold date sk DET
cr returned time sk DET cs sold time sk DET

cr item sk DET cs ship date sk DET
cr refunded customer sk DET cs bill customer sk DET

cr refunded cdemo sk DET cs bill cdemo sk DET
cr refunded hdemo sk DET cs bill hdemo sk DET
cr refunded addr sk DET cs bill addr sk DET

cr returning cdemo sk DET cs ship customer sk DET
cr returning hdemo sk DET cs ship cdemo sk DET
cr returning addr sk DET cs ship hdemo sk DET

cr call center sk DET cs ship addr sk DET
cr catalog page sk DET cs call center sk DET
cr ship mode sk DET cs catalog page sk DET
cr warehouse sk DET cs ship mode sk DET

cr reason sk DET cs warehouse sk DET
cr order number DET cs item sk DET
cr refunded cash SGX cs promo sk DET

default STD cs order number DET

customer
address

ca address sk DET cs sales price SGX
ca address id DET Default STD

ca city DET

customer

c current cdemo sk SGX
ca county DET c current hdemo sk SGX

ca state DET c current addr sk SGX
ca zip DET c first shipto date sk SGX

ca country SGX c first sales date sk SGX
Default STD c first name OPE & DET

customer
demographics

cd demo sk DET c last name OPE & DET
cd gender DET c birth day SGX

cd marital status DET c birth country SGX
cd education status DET Default STD

Default STD

household
demographics

hd demo sk DET

date dim

d date sk DET hd income band sk DET
d date id DET hd buy potential DET

d date SGX hd dep count SGX
d month seq SGX hd vehicle count SGX

d year OPE & SGX Default STD
d dow DET

inventory

inv date sk DET
d dom OPE inv item sk DET
d qoy DET inv warehouse sk DET

Default STD inv quantity on hand OPE

item

i item sk DET Default SGX
i item id OPE & DET

store
returns

sr returned date sk DET
i item desc DET sr return time sk DET

i current price OPE & SGX sr item sk DET
i brand id DET sr customer sk DET
i class id DET sr cdemo sk DET

i category id DET sr hdemo sk DET
i manufact id DET sr addr sk DET

i manufact DET sr store sk DET
i size DET sr reason sk DET

i color DET sr ticket number OPE & DET
i units DET Default STD

i manager id DET
Default STD
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Table Column CryptoBox(s) Table Column CryptoBox(s)

store
sales

ss sold date sk DET

store

s store sk DET
ss sold time sk DET s store id DET

ss item sk DET s rec start date DET
ss customer sk DET s rec end date DET

ss cdemo sk DET s closed date sk DET
ss hdemo sk DET s store name OPE & DET
ss addr sk DET s market id DET
ss store sk DET s division id DET

ss promo sk DET s company id DET
ss ticket number OPE & DET s city DET

ss quantity SGX s county DET
ss list price SGX s state OPE & DET

ss sales price SGX s zip DET
ss ext sales price SGX Default STD
ss coupon amt SGX

warehouse

w warehouse sk DET
ss net paid SGX w warehouse id DET
ss net profit SGX w state OPE & DET

Default STD Default STD

web
sales

ws sold date sk DET

web
sales

ws ship hdemo sk DET
ws sold time sk DET ws ship addr sk DET
ws ship date sk DET ws web page sk DET

ws item sk DET ws web site sk DET
ws bill customer sk DET ws ship mode sk DET

ws bill cdemo sk DET ws warehouse sk DET
ws bill hdemo sk DET ws promo sk DET
ws bill addr sk DET ws ext sales price SGX

ws ship customer sk DET Default STD
ws ship cdemo sk DET

Table 10.: SafeSpark Configuration 3 - DET.



B
D S TAT S R E S U LT S

Query 24 Master Worker #1 Worker #2 Worker #3 Worker #4

Vanilla

CPU (%) 15,8642 8,8527 22,4411 21,362 20,4896

Memory (GB) 15,1928 6,8477 6,7445 6,813 6,7349

Disk - Read (KB/s) 2,1757 97,8665 745,9167 441,1706 564,7389

Disk - Write (KB/s) 72,4789 2479,2842 10252,5909 10316,8624 8264,1561

Network - Recv (MB/s) 711,1342 1320,9259 7445,4152 6348,6474 6354,0057

Network - Send (MB/s) 4,8602 1,1766 5,393 5,6442 5,2091

SafeSpark
SGX

CPU (%) 12,4418 15,3037 23,7581 11,0389 23,8615

Memory (GB) 15,7911 7,049 7,123 6,3664 7,1949

Disk - Read (KB/s) 1,6939 445,4875 636,8549 258,1925 942,8194

Disk - Write (KB/s) 71,945 2498,8194 3825,4532 884,3795 4954,6189

Network - Recv (MB/s) 463,852 1752,5244 9814,7065 9337,1325 3645,4139

Network - Send (MB/s) 5,2976 4,285 4,3223 6,9589 2,116

SafeSpark
OPE

CPU (%) 10,1983 19,9322 21,5114 19,0263 17,9323

Memory (GB) 16,1012 7,1343 7,2558 7,1247 7,1305

Disk - Read (KB/s) 0,5268 319,6441 406,7549 725,9865 647,6503

Disk - Write (KB/s) 68,4612 3295,399 14770,7931 12485,2553 11002,4855

Network - Recv (MB/s) 381,4648 836,2435 8914,2541 8242,168 8290,222

Network - Send (MB/s) 2,8895 2,3516 8,3208 6,8707 6,4184

SafeSpark
DET

CPU (%) 9,127 22,2678 15,2612 23,7768 27,5221

Memory (GB) 16,0584 6,5355 6,8008 6,8996 6,7716

Disk - Read (KB/s) 2,2394 836,9628 428,7601 998,1013 782,2991

Disk - Write (KB/s) 69,246 6273,6371 12707,0057 14636,8185 13478,0628

Network - Recv (MB/s) 352,1603 13446,9096 4391,526 7991,3629 4669,0231

Network - Send (MB/s) 4,7435 1,3698 7,9015 6,2463 8,0422

Table 11.: Dstat Results - Query 24.
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Query 27 Master Worker #1 Worker #2 Worker #3 Worker #4

Vanilla

CPU (%) 18,6542 11,1417 24,2252 22,3891 14,3263

Memory (GB) 14,892 6,6054 5,6854 5,8449 5,8466

Disk - Read (KB/s) 0,9288 68,8878 1346,7251 869,444 1274,6278

Disk - Write (KB/s) 87,1549 2144,5383 4820,1505 6035,0855 4516,1562

Network - Recv (MB/s) 289,8541 2920,2454 6900,9638 4666,49 2539,98

Network - Send (MB/s) 8,641 0,6408 2,8207 2,8899 2,3096

SafeSpark
SGX

CPU (%) 19,5548 7,0673 25,1792 6,9986 27,328

Memory (GB) 15,7561 6,5634 6,4189 6,1993 6,2815

Disk - Read (KB/s) 1,4074 1230,1666 2978,3756 542,3078 1192,7973

Disk - Write (KB/s) 91,4494 3770,7666 7787,3816 4509,9179 4775,3883

Network - Recv (MB/s) 138,1268 5772,0403 4194,8559 4145,172 7268,1116

Network - Send (MB/s) 7,6448 3,1431 2,9733 4,2897 1,2807

SafeSpark
OPE

CPU (%) 17,8323 9,0394 16,114 24,7968 22,3339

Memory (GB) 15,7929 6,6834 4,843 5,3973 5,4614

Disk - Read (KB/s) 1,4734 263,664 3038,779 1157,1975 905,0974

Disk - Write (KB/s) 85,3021 3377,0526 5053,0309 9334,9444 8082,1914

Network - Recv (MB/s) 229,7597 4566,9597 6192,7856 5728,4392 5032,5952

Network - Send (MB/s) 6,0137 4,4632 2,3525 3,629 3,3189

SafeSpark
DET

CPU (%) 14,0965 14,0666 19,3392 18,4889 18,0311

Memory (GB) 15,7606 6,7301 7,5799 4,3715 5,02

Disk - Read (KB/s) 2,036 1111,4772 2478,868 1571,9098 1289,8506

Disk - Write (KB/s) 74,0967 3798,5741 8561,0861 7145,5392 11917,0446

Network - Recv (MB/s) 223,0938 5853,6454 4808,2915 4230,9936 5782,201

Network - Send (MB/s) 16,5057 0,3811 2,3995 2,3933 3,8049

Table 12.: Dstat Results - Query 27.

Query 31 Master Worker #1 Worker #2 Worker #3 Worker #4

Vanilla

CPU (%) 19,9822 18,9465 21,0943 25,51 21,6055

Memory (GB) 15,0555 6,913 5,8821 6,0745 6,153

Disk - Read (KB/s) 1,7468 351,2321 512,8258 1056,3319 687,782

Disk - Write (KB/s) 97,2656 3648,2046 4224,9526 5458,7282 4470,6255

Network - Recv (MB/s) 656,8757 3916,6932 4276,7662 4802,6145 4023,9325

Network - Send (MB/s) 7,1714 1,4195 2,7472 3,8541 2,5005

SafeSpark
SGX

CPU (%) 16,1867 14,1209 19,3941 26,5121 12,5032

Memory (GB) 15,8346 6,8065 6,3066 6,6595 5,8637

Disk - Read (KB/s) 1,2576 656,9483 625,6276 1769,4149 1149,3889

Disk - Write (KB/s) 83,6273 7390,1346 4759,1291 3229,008 3164,5147

Network - Recv (MB/s) 194,1238 658,2433 8589,6106 3039,9478 7511,8081

Network - Send (MB/s) 5,8088 1,4689 4,6565 2,3671 4,1011

SafeSpark
OPE

CPU (%) 15,4668 16,8083 22,0308 17,9502 25,8971

Memory (GB) 16,0289 7,0866 5,7385 5,6843 5,6469

Disk - Read (KB/s) 0,813 1766,4193 1064,9659 957,8146 827,2426

Disk - Write (KB/s) 73,3006 2487,3013 3981,2824 6800,959 6529,6301

Network - Recv (MB/s) 380,3854 4773,7087 5471,8543 5770,3374 6387,1998

Network - Send (MB/s) 4,133 7,3281 2,8462 1,7684 1,7339

SafeSpark
DET

CPU (%) 14,3798 22,0328 36,5943 24,5589 36,2409

Memory (GB) 15,905 5,4056 5,5168 5,6502 5,6538

Disk - Read (KB/s) 4,4701 598,927 1252,5242 1343,8981 1250,8221

Disk - Write (KB/s) 78,0295 7864,9806 8274,3585 8810,3632 8210,0129

Network - Recv (MB/s) 470,1219 6167,0566 5647,6812 5792,0818 6410,037

Network - Send (MB/s) 15,171 0,7547 2,8109 3,8196 1,927

Table 13.: Dstat Results - Query 31.
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Query 37 Master Worker #1 Worker #2 Worker #3 Worker #4

Vanilla

CPU (%) 20,6197 16,2795 15,5397 18,3994 15,7362

Memory (GB) 14,8478 6,6201 5,5984 5,754 5,8532

Disk - Read (KB/s) 1,0314 925,2678 1297,5454 1770,5779 1393,2101

Disk - Write (KB/s) 95,0629 2757,017 2488,1443 2936,1337 2611,599

Network - Recv (MB/s) 232,9241 3479,0045 3719,7681 4014,0202 3604,1037

Network - Send (MB/s) 10,3824 0,8779 1,0195 1,5125 1,1734

SafeSpark
SGX

CPU (%) 14,3901 5,7543 25,1031 14,713 27,9887

Memory (GB) 15,8009 6,5438 6,6638 6,4049 6,9692

Disk - Read (KB/s) 2,5341 124,3863 1729,3222 3681,4733 1044,1554

Disk - Write (KB/s) 72,5289 1232,033 10541,5 2934,7125 2869,4902

Network - Recv (MB/s) 335,0094 1959,7081 3346,2732 9176,9606 3614,1566

Network - Send (MB/s) 5,6548 0,0922 5,0388 3,1292 6,1582

SafeSpark
OPE

CPU (%) 12,4587 15,7202 22,6108 17,4703 15,2012

Memory (GB) 15,7999 7,076 6,0633 5,9595 5,772

Disk - Read (KB/s) 1,1653 1006,1777 2557,03 1492,5706 4558,3174

Disk - Write (KB/s) 85,006 3995,2356 4382,1206 3329,6687 2804,3369

Network - Recv (MB/s) 126,6076 8023,3952 3115,807 2468,7218 2580,8124

Network - Send (MB/s) 5,3239 3,9204 1,7903 3,3135 1,1967

SafeSpark
DET

CPU (%) 12,9596 15,1607 21,9763 27,448 27,0281

Memory (GB) 15,7327 5,2293 5,4522 5,5628 5,4946

Disk - Read (KB/s) 5,9354 1925,8922 2065,9706 2346,8961 2191,4428

Disk - Write (KB/s) 80,4296 2952,6443 5164,9003 3744,4787 5205,0812

Network - Recv (MB/s) 188,1205 5385,1391 6245,396 6439,0172 6397,7431

Network - Send (MB/s) 19,4448 0,9948 1,4566 1,3007 1,4513

Table 14.: Dstat Results - Query 37.

Query 40 Master Worker #1 Worker #2 Worker #3 Worker #4

Vanilla

CPU (%) 16,0114 15,1935 11,0484 15,3929 15,8961

Memory (GB) 14,9233 6,8423 5,7558 6,1962 6,2305

Disk - Read (KB/s) 0,8899 218,4296 381,6264 476,7256 677,2843

Disk - Write (KB/s) 86,9244 6103,3938 4284,2483 6473,9646 7008,1697

Network - Recv (MB/s) 215,0038 3578,8113 2003,8465 3076,0266 2638,9692

Network - Send (MB/s) 7,2801 1,793 0,6379 0,9849 0,7541

SafeSpark
SGX

CPU (%) 12,5461 11,8769 24,6003 18,0441 17,7463

Memory (GB) 15,7682 6,9978 5,8979 6,2029 6,2845

Disk - Read (KB/s) 1,1867 1331,1139 214,1403 884,6156 473,3703

Disk - Write (KB/s) 85,3387 4926,2212 7840,379 7038,5282 7798,0744

Network - Recv (MB/s) 398,5448 2498,2303 4030,5806 2153,9437 2813,628

Network - Send (MB/s) 5,3508 1,5303 1,8681 3,5786 1,1202

SafeSpark
OPE

CPU (%) 13,6972 6,7964 20,6983 21,0429 20,7
Memory (GB) 15,8315 6,5656 6,5453 6,5338 6,3159

Disk - Read (KB/s) 1,1893 161,9369 894,3792 938,4673 850,5937

Disk - Write (KB/s) 88,8946 2150,6714 8444,7127 8639,9765 8051,4258

Network - Recv (MB/s) 175,6464 1102,9512 5672,5227 5548,0843 5593,678

Network - Send (MB/s) 5,3908 0,1891 4,1154 4,3051 4,1233

SafeSpark
DET

CPU (%) 10,5216 19,1258 24,9165 17,7267 24,1673

Memory (GB) 15,811 5,4072 5,5265 6,1075 5,5489

Disk - Read (KB/s) 2,5603 909,1856 982,7815 901,9128 471,8179

Disk - Write (KB/s) 76,3051 6723,27 10234,4491 9331,9192 10443,4172

Network - Recv (MB/s) 170,4963 3922,6437 4756,2476 5461,6609 4728,6061

Network - Send (MB/s) 14,1831 0,9002 1,0604 1,5983 1,334

Table 15.: Dstat Results - Query 40.
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Query 46 Master Worker #1 Worker #2 Worker #3 Worker #4

Vanilla

CPU (%) 17,377 7,4209 9,2443 19,3066 19,4002

Memory (GB) 14,9433 6,493 5,6632 6,1778 6,2878

Disk - Read (KB/s) 0,7371 1,4466 193,8864 686,1608 594,8523

Disk - Write (KB/s) 95,358 2702,7372 2413,6521 6918,7421 6987,6048

Network - Recv (MB/s) 304,0743 1570,5195 1939,3665 3012,9535 3083,1472

Network - Send (MB/s) 7,4198 0,2773 0,5224 0,6432 0,9878

SafeSpark
SGX

CPU (%) 15,9244 14,9619 22,9438 18,3038 18,2155

Memory (GB) 16,0205 6,9879 5,3308 5,9648 6,1133

Disk - Read (KB/s) 0,8633 516,3323 909,5235 656,1914 975,8701

Disk - Write (KB/s) 78,7285 3057,1835 17998,9813 12228,2482 985,3136

Network - Recv (MB/s) 127,2082 1528,6698 3329,2015 2319,1394 3114,2189

Network - Send (MB/s) 4,2695 0,6232 2,9612 2,3537 1,7183

SafeSpark
OPE

CPU (%) 16,6679 8,0565 22,0606 27,3705 14,8832

Memory (GB) 15,8195 6,6635 6,2973 6,3827 5,735

Disk - Read (KB/s) 1,6809 190,475 852,8871 493,2269 1206,1066

Disk - Write (KB/s) 80,1097 3586,2738 5389,1902 7225,7642 8433,6094

Network - Recv (MB/s) 357,2945 1411,796 4140,7719 5023,2897 2449,3073

Network - Send (MB/s) 6,0652 1,1343 2,0184 2,6493 1,5065

SafeSpark
DET

CPU (%) 12,7926 16,2622 18,554 15,204 26,561

Memory (GB) 15,8026 5,1569 5,3133 4,7015 5,5362

Disk - Read (KB/s) 9,1798 113,2106 1145,3259 942,1659 535,1192

Disk - Write (KB/s) 71,7854 8609,7111 9141,1977 9590,4027 10260,5162

Network - Recv (MB/s) 301,4892 4308,9531 4501,5096 4467,5976 4853,1694

Network - Send (MB/s) 15,6759 0,5168 0,6274 0,9378 0,615

Table 16.: Dstat Results - Query 46.

Query 73 Master Worker #1 Worker #2 Worker #3 Worker #4

Vanilla

CPU (%) 20,0867 13,1147 11,9543 18,8964 13,9649

Memory (GB) 14,8907 6,5348 5,6481 5,9422 5,97

Disk - Read (KB/s) 0,9002 20,4925 220,7594 148,907 131,0562

Disk - Write (KB/s) 97,634 2377,3704 2113,422 2936,9631 2583,7192

Network - Recv (MB/s) 305,2486 2617,3421 1993,9004 2687,1207 2567,0971

Network - Send (MB/s) 8,9681 0,275 0,2194 0,3347 0,2849

SafeSpark
SGX

CPU (%) 14,8462 6,5702 13,039 25,9292 26,9713

Memory (GB) 15,7708 6,6237 4,376 5,6226 6,1997

Disk - Read (KB/s) 1,8895 70,5118 287,8005 44,514 446,3708

Disk - Write (KB/s) 74,9941 2808,8082 3210,3895 2741,0659 10265,8213

Network - Recv (MB/s) 397,6256 746,3465 5435,8481 6881,5055 3351,2449

Network - Send (MB/s) 6,0729 0,402 1,7544 3,7128 4,3972

SafeSpark
OPE

CPU (%) 19,2002 8,8836 21,9062 19,2311 16,9834

Memory (GB) 15,7625 6,56 6,3017 6,1175 5,7355

Disk - Read (KB/s) 1,633 120,7305 341,3109 369,3907 179,5557

Disk - Write (KB/s) 71,0416 2613,8963 3591,6325 3625,7732 2499,9426

Network - Recv (MB/s) 261,6199 2064,2654 3000,8803 5760,4163 2287,6763

Network - Send (MB/s) 7,596 0,2053 2,9293 0,9159 0,666

SafeSpark
DET

CPU (%) 13,8392 21,8858 12,5031 21,2297 15,6611

Memory (GB) 15,7514 5,1043 5,1107 6,6779 4,8703

Disk - Read (KB/s) 11,602 125,4262 281,1585 296,907 169,7937

Disk - Write (KB/s) 74,4898 9010,8667 4036,6847 2064,9145 4125,3546

Network - Recv (MB/s) 236,2334 4504,9774 2248,504 5104,2801 5198,1169

Network - Send (MB/s) 13,722 0,4766 0,285 0,3875 0,3378

Table 17.: Dstat Results - Query 73.
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Query 82 Master Worker #1 Worker #2 Worker #3 Worker #4

Vanilla

CPU (%) 20,4484 16,3797 17,7438 20,7514 15,228

Memory (GB) 14,8369 6,4895 5,7057 5,9703 5,9389

Disk - Read (KB/s) 1,1435 217,3096 553,4761 1186,0024 667,4984

Disk - Write (KB/s) 84,1208 2726,6377 2783,3906 2791,0412 2149,1888

Network - Recv (MB/s) 230,4729 3624,4889 4635,7599 4409,9697 3276,2103

Network - Send (MB/s) 10,3158 1,0811 1,4955 1,9274 1,2462

SafeSpark
SGX

CPU (%) 10,7094 15,712 26,1455 21,486 18,113

Memory (GB) 13,1132 7,0507 7,5622 7,1945 7,1049

Disk - Read (KB/s) 0,568 375,1719 511,1284 504,3222 3067,5696

Disk - Write (KB/s) 77,0669 4221,9839 4137,8043 9059,336 2729,8311

Network - Recv (MB/s) 233,4889 5290,9801 7317,4096 6592,4729 5850,4276

Network - Send (MB/s) 3,0294 2,2098 10,3978 7,2737 6,1507

SafeSpark
OPE

CPU (%) 12,5662 17,11 20,4133 19,3468 23,3073

Memory (GB) 13,812 6,873 6,7592 6,687 6,6337

Disk - Read (KB/s) 1,2343 2068,553 1142,8094 737,8679 966,3688

Disk - Write (KB/s) 91,9354 3114,1468 3807,3392 3457,5307 4661,2379

Network - Recv (MB/s) 129,9346 9217,8526 3135,4188 3193,0004 4376,609

Network - Send (MB/s) 5,3636 5,8188 2,0689 4,6463 2,2049

SafeSpark
DET

CPU (%) 12,716 19,8927 22,1083 22,2895 18,7453

Memory (GB) 15,744 5,6446 5,6528 7,319 5,564

Disk - Read (KB/s) 5,8093 788,0006 1875,26 941,4218 801,3257

Disk - Write (KB/s) 83,7095 11354,3653 165,2893 160,5975 8961,2302

Network - Recv (MB/s) 181,835 5473,569 6370,1873 6412,8011 6417,7381

Network - Send (MB/s) 19,0677 0,977 1,6622 1,5809 1,5694

Table 18.: Dstat Results - Query 82.
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